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The production of materials with nanoscale features is of great interest for the enhancement 
of the properties linked with the reduced size. Actually, the cost for the production of the 
commercially available nanoparticles represents the largest part of the added value of these products. 
This consideration has pushed the scientific community to find an economic and feasible process able 
to produce on large scale nanoparticles with determined characteristics. Carbon rose as suitable raw 
material since it is widely available. Moreover carbon is present on the earth in different form, from 
coal to light and heavy hydrocarbons; all these compounds have a high chemical potential that can be 
used during transformation process to get final products. Finally carbon based nanoparticles showed 
a great moiety of structural arrangements that, in principle, makes them suitable for all purposes.  
In order to achieve this goal a deep knowledge of the nanoparticle formation process is 
mandatory to optimally set up reactor parameters. One of the most used and appealing reactor for 
particle production is represented by flames. Flame synthesis science has been used since the 
antiquity to produce engineered material. Flames can be alternatively seen as high temperature 
reactors and thus a set of controlling parameters can be individuated. Temperature history, residence 
time, mixing effect and fuel or additive structure can be changed in order to obtain the desired 
products. Moreover the process is autothermic, largely reducing the operative costs. Most of the 
knowledge about carbonaceous particle in flame is due to the decennials studies conducted in order 
to strongly reduce the emissions, considered noxious for health and climate. However, to produce 
smart nanoparticles the knowledge of particle formation has to be shifted toward a deeper level .In 
fact, the attention has to be paid not only to the total amount produced but also to particle features 
such as mean size, size distribution, chemical composition, morphological aspect, and internal 
structure.  
In this work, lab scale reactors have been used to test the effect of single parameters on the 
final features of the particles mentioned above. To characterize the particles produced in 
hydrocarbon flame advanced experimental techniques have been set up. In particular, optical 
measurements have been conducted by using a conventional laser induced emission (LIE) techniques. 
Successively a new aspect of LIE has been developed. Time-resolved laser induced fluorescence has 
been set up in order to gain information on chemical composition and structural properties of the 
particles produced in hydrocarbon flames. Spectral evolution together with fluorescence lifetime has 
been correlated to the aromatization degree of the carbonaceous particles and their level of 
organization at atomic scale.  
However large part of the work has been devoted to the development of a new numerical tool 
to predict and explore new fields of nanoparticle flame synthesis. The model has been developed 
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starting from consideration around the nature of the nanoparticles and their evolution based on 
experimental evidences both produced during this thesis work and from literature data. On the other 
hand, the model has resulted fundamental to support the results obtained with experimental 
techniques and thus to draw conclusions. Moreover it reliability has been used to fast explore several 
combustion conditions, to give indications for experimental investigations and to set up parameters 
of different reactor configurations. The model has moved from the precious knowledge on the kinetic 
scheme of gas phase compounds. In order to rigorously treat the particle evolution a sectional 
method has been used. This method is based on the use of lumped species which allow to numerically 
treat particle reactions as in the gas phase. In the version developed in this work, the model can be 
defined as an Advanced Multi Sectional method. It starts from a previous discrete sectional approach 
for particle modeling based on lumped species, which allowed to describe total amount and size 
distribution. The final version of the model accounts for multiple discretization, which considers for 
each lumped species the number of carbon atoms, i.e. the size distribution, the H/C ratio, i.e. the 
composition on particles and the aggregation state, i.e. the morphological organization. This model 
represents in the current version the most advanced numerical description of particles evolution.  
Experimental techniques and modeling simulation has been applied to different reactor 
configurations. Premixed flames have been investigated to evidence the role of equivalence ratio and 
fuel structure on particle features during formation and evolution. Opposed flow diffusion flames 
have been investigated to understand the role of the mixing effect on the particle inception 
mechanisms and thus final particle characteristics. Coflow flames have been investigated to extend 
the consideration based on the results of the opposed flow diffusion flame and to evidence the role of 
oxidation and oxidation induced fragmentation as a controlling step for the determination of the final 
features of the particles.  
Finally a non-conventional reactor has been set up, both to study and produce particles in 
medium temperature regime. A plug flow reactor with controlled temperature has been used. The 
reactors allow to have a long residence time, in the order of seconds, with temperature up to 700K. 
Particles produced with a conventional premixed flame have been fed to this system. The size of the 
particle was previously determined with a Differential Mobility Analyzer. The effect of temperature 
on particle coagulation efficiency has been evaluated. Looking at particle synthesis, in this reactor 
controlling the temperature environment it is possible to produce particles with determined size 






This brief introduction into the nano-world will be focused on the main aspects of 
investigation on nanoparticles properties, production processes and their possible appliances. Initially 
the possibility to produce nanoparticles in flame reactors will be discussed, looking at the main 
advantages gained from the use of this type of reactor, the disadvantages and possible ways to 
improve the process. Hints about metal nanoparticle flame synthesis research will be given to move 
further toward carbonaceous nanoparticles.  
 
2.1. Nanotechnology: trends and challenges 
Nanotechnology is a wide field of research that can be considered almost unexplored (Tenne, 
2006, Service, 2004, Scheu et al., 2006, Soldano et al., 2010). Limitation of investigation in this field 
can be related to the difficult for the past detection systems to explore the nano-world. Moreover the 
effect of size at nanoscale strongly influences the main properties of the materials, making even 
harder their characterization (Hafner et al., 2001, Robertson et al., 1992, Sheehan and Whitman, 
2005, Adams et al., 2003, Chavy et al., 1993). On the other hand these peculiar characteristics of 
nanomaterial are of great interest for their possible appliances to many different human fields, from 
drug delivery (Timothy V, 2011, Boisseau and Loubaton, 2011, Sanchez and Sobolev, 2010, Farokhzad 
and Langer, 2009, Uddin, 2008, Niemann et al., 2008) to ultrathin coating(Mukhopadhyay et al., 
2005).  
The number of scientific journals and papers in this field increases year by year, leading to 
wider knowledge on fundamental theoretical aspects and practical applications. In fact, since the 
discovery of fullerenes (Kroto et al., 1985) as a new allotrope of carbon, many scientists went back on 
their experiments, founding many of them suitable for smart production of these new materials 
(Howard et al., 1991, Pope et al., 1993). In other words, the scientific community was just not ready 
to see these materials but was already able to produce them. This unusual happening in scientific 
community can be at the base of this explosion of interest and capability in nanotechnology world.  
Raw materials used for nanostructure production both as pure material and as nanocomposite 
range from gold (Sardar et al., 2009, Goldberger et al., 2003) to gallium (Goldberger et al., 2003), from 
a nonmetal as the carbon (Iijima, 1991, Novoselov et al., 2005a) to a semiconductor as the silica 
(Graule et al., 2005). This moiety of materials substantially reduces the problem of the sources 
shifting the main problem on the production costs and feasibility (Wang et al., 2002, Jiménez et al., 
2009), which determine the real value of these materials.  
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In order to face the low-cost production problem, lot of possible reactors have been studied 
and implemented both on lab scale and on plant scale (Jiménez et al., 2009, Pinilla et al., 2010). 
Usually the possibility to have a large production is not linked with the purity of material and thus 
with its real feasibility. Several techniques have been tested through years such as CVD (Philippe et 
al., 2007), arc discharge (Shi et al., 1999), laser ablation (Amans et al., 2009), flame synthesis (Memon 
et al., 2011a, Wegner and Pratsinis, 2004, Strobel et al., 2006, Merchan-Merchan et al., 2010, 
Camenzind et al., 2010) and many others (Qiu et al., 2009). 
Despite of this wide number of techniques, nowadays nanotechnologies are not influencing 
our life in determining way; even if part of the problem still relies into discovery of new field of 
appliances (Fang et al., 2008, Du et al., 2010), part of the solution will be surely found in large scale 
low-cost production systems (Qi et al., 2010). 
 
2.2. Flame synthesis: a possible way 
As mentioned in chapter 2.1 production of material on large scale remains an unsolved 
problem. From this point of view an analysis of main parameters that control the formation of 
nanostructure from raw material and precursors can help in the development of new reactive 
systems (You et al., 2011, Merchan-Merchan et al., 2010). Flame synthesis has been individuated in 
the very early stage of the nanomaterial discovery as a suitable method to have a high yield and 
productivity (Howard et al., 1991). The main problem remains the complete control of the process 
and the selectivity (Height et al., 2003). Hereafter main aspects of flame synthesis of nanoparticles 
will be presented. Starting from general reactoristic consideration the attention will move on metal 
based nanoparticles which are widely diffused in industrial technology. 
 
2.2.1. Reactor benefits analysis  
Producing nanoparticles from precursors generally deals with three parameters: temperature, 
species (not only precursors), concentration and mixing level, i.e. time-scale of the process.  
The generation of a controlled high temperature environment can be artificial provided with 
several techniques such plasma arc (Meyyappan, 2009), laser ablation (Amans et al., 2009), chemical 
vapor deposition (Philippe et al., 2007). However the energy investment of these techniques can 
strongly affect the final cost of the process (Strobel and Pratsinis, 2007, Camenzind et al., 2010, 
Merchan-Merchan et al., 2010, Rosner, 2005, Roth, 2007). From this point of view a flame can 
produce in a direct way the necessary temperature conditions for the process sustainability. 
Moreover, with flame synthesis higher temperature can be reached and development of the process 
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can result faster. In other cases, flame synthesis can represent almost the only method to implement 
a synthesis process. 
Large scale production is linked with continuous processes. A continuous feeding of precursors 
in reactor system substantially excludes the possibility to have batch operations. Flame reactors have 
demonstrated that the addition of fresh reactants or additive to the system in order to obtain a stable 
reactive process is quite simple especially compared with other processes. This key point makes flame 
synthesis of great interest not only on lab-scale analysis but also in real industrial processes. In 
general the addition of precursors can be done both as gas phase and already as nanoparticles. This 
latter method is often used in order to produce nanocomposite (Camenzind et al., 2010). Moreover 
the fuel rich condition of and hydrocarbon flame provide a continuous source of fresh reactive carbon 
that can be used for nanoparticle production (Merchan-Merchan et al., 2010).  
In many processes the formation and growth of nanoparticles are driven by catalyst in order 
to have higher yield and selectivity of the process (Yuan et al., 2002, Vander Wal, 2000). This kind of 
process is particularly important for carbonaceous nanostructure production. Most part of this 
catalyst is metallic and can be fed to the system in different manner (Camenzind et al., 2010, Strobel 
and Pratsinis, 2007). In particular the residence time in the high temperature zone controls the 
growth of the nanostructure around the catalyst. This mixing effect can be controlled in flame reactor 
by changing the premix ratio between fuel oxidant and catalyst. A change in this ratio can lead to a 
different structure of the flame and thus the production of nanoparticles with different features. Also 
in the case in which the catalyst is not present the role of the mixing effect is quite effective (Pope et 
al., 1993, Merchan-Merchan et al., 2003, Goel et al., 2002, Howard et al., 1991). In fact, in a non-
premixed flame the fuel rich zone has a temperature history and a concentration of precursors that 
can be completely different from the main oxidative part of the flame (D'Anna, 2009, D'Anna et al., 
2009). The simultaneous presence of these two zones can lead to the formation of a mixture of 
nanoparticles with specific characteristics and the control on the premix ratio can be a key parameter 
in the process outlook. 
2.2.2. Main challenges in flame synthesis 
Most part of the effects of different parameters on the final form of the produced 
nanoparticles is not easy to be optimized. In fact, the high temperature environment generally 
enhance all the chemical process and thus also the undesired reactions. The formation of by-products 
is one of the main problems faced by scientific community. From this point of view the experience on 
the reduction of undesired species production has been fundamental in the early science of flame 
synthesis. On the other side most of the products which are the object of this work are of the same 
class of the most undesired mentioned combustion by-products. Looking at carbonaceous 
nanoparticles, they are generally related with soot particles, which remain one the most effective 
pollutant produced in normal combustion devices (Richter and Howard, 2000a, Calcote, 1981, 
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Kennedy, 1997, Bockhorn, 1994, Bockhorn, 2007) Flame synthesis science has always to deal with this 
side effect of its nature.  
For inorganic nanoparticles the final dimension and form, single particles or aggregates, is of 
fundamental importance for the final application of the products (Pratsinis, 1998, Strobel and 
Pratsinis, 2007). The capability to control the process will have to set the key parameters in a narrow 
range of the values. Out of this range uncontrolled formation of pollutants, formation of not utilizable 
product or no formation at all of nanostructure will be encountered (Height et al., 2005, Height et al., 
2003). This challenge will have to be faced increasing the knowledge of particles formation and 
growth in as many as possible combustion environment. The deeper knowledge will suggest the 
correct way to develop safe and productive processes. 
 
2.3. Metal-based nanoparticles in flame 
Inorganic nanoparticles are quite common in industrial processes. Production of these 
nanoparticles started in the 1940’s with the discovery of fumed silica (SiO2) (Kloepfer, 1942) which 
allows to have an high production of this new material. From that moment, nanomaterials and 
nanocomposites received increasing attention due to their particular characteristics. In fact, some 
materials such as gold, which is chemical inert in the form of bulk material, can be used as an 
excellent catalyst if produced in form of small nanoparticles (1-5nm) (Sardar et al., 2009). Some other 
materials in form of nanoparticles exhibit different thermodynamic properties such as melting point 
(Attarian Shandiz and Safaei, 2008, Attarian Shandiz et al., 2007), magnetism (Nomura and 
MacDonald, 2006), conductivity (Zhang et al., 2006) and reactivity (Park et al., 2003). These different 
behaviors can generally be linked with the excess of surface area due to the reduced dimension 
respect to bulk material. Many different common metals, such as gold (Sardar et al., 2009), silver 
(Chen and Schluesener, 2008), platinum (Zhang et al., 2004), aluminum (George et al., 2005), copper 
(Yin et al., 2005), iron (Xing et al., 2003), silica (Graule et al., 2005) and titanium (Chen et al., 2007), in 
form of pure metal or more often as oxides, have been tested as nanoparticles or nanocomposites, 
giving encouraging results in terms of new properties. The exploration of new materials will lead to 
the use of other metals.  
Flame synthesis resulted of fundamental importance since it provides in direct way the high 
amount of energy necessary for the nucleation of the metal forming nanoparticles. Flame synthesis of 
metal based nanoparticles starts from precursors of a particular material of from a mixture of them. 
The feeding of these materials (Strobel and Pratsinis, 2007) is operated or by vapor of material of by 
evaporated solution or by injection spray in flame. For all these processes one of the most important 
challenges in flame synthesis, especially for inorganic nanostructure, is the final morphology (Ehrman 
et al., 1999, Camenzind et al., 2010). Starting from the precursors, the formation of first nuclei is 
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immediately followed by the appearance of aggregates of nanoparticles (Roth, 2007). This form is not 
always desired and often completely changes the final characteristics of the product. Time scale 
control of the process and of the temperature history in the reactive system is fundamental for having 
a final material with desired characteristic. The process of sintering occurring at high temperature is 
the controlling step to produce single spherical nanoparticles. As this time become longer the 
possibility to produce aggregates and the agglomerates increase. The analysis of sintering properties 
at flame-reactor condition is fundamental for a correct implement of the process  
Nanocomposite materials made by different metal particles are one of the most advanced 
sides of nanotechnology field. The final form of nanosized material depends on the initial form of 
precursors, their reciprocal interaction and the temperature history, which they undergo. Friedlander 
and co-workers (Ehrman et al., 1999) have proposed a general description for the final form of 
nanoparticles in depending of these parameters looking both at single nanoparticles and at 
aggregates. 
Metal-based nanomaterials and their flame synthesis have increased their range of interest 
and of feasibility. However despite of great efforts spent in last 15 years many pieces of this puzzle 
have still to be positioned. 
 
2.4. Carbon based nanostructures in flame 
The use of carbon black goes back to thousands of years ago since men used this material to 
draw on the cavern walls. The technology has made great improvement from that moment in order to 
produce a material fit to different purposes. Even if different allotropes of carbon were already 
known, the discovery and isolation of fullerenes (Kroto et al., 1985) remains a milestone in the human 
scientific activity. The suggestive form of C60 fullerene has fascinated the scientists of many different 
fields, who took up the challenge of having the possibility of a large moiety of new materials. The 
carbon nanotubes (Iijima, 1991) and graphene sheets (Novoselov et al., 2005a) came just after this 
great discovery enlarging the possibility to manage with the carbon atoms. In the meanwhile a wide 
moiety of compounds prevalently made by carbon with nanometric size have been discovered and 
characterized (Endo and Kroto, 1992, Kroto, 1992, Sattler, 1995, Subramoney, 1998,  on  le  et al   
2001, Kroto et al., 1985). Main features of these materials result of great interest for industrial 
applications, pushing the scientific community for the developing of new methods of production. 
Flame synthesis resulted of great interest since the beginning of the story (Howard et al., 1991, Pope 
et al., 1993, Vander Wal et al., 2001); from that moment great efforts have been spent to increase the 
selectivity to these materials of combustion process. Hereafter a non-exhaustive review of the main 




2.4.1. Fullerenes  
Since the visionary project of Buckminster Fuller (Fuller, 1954) the form of fullerene was 
introduced in the human life and the discovery of Kroto (Kroto, 1992) almost 20 years later appears 
like a sort of revenge of the nature: that suggestive form was already inside in the nature project. 
Fullerenes have been extensively studied due to their particular characteristics that allow them to be 
applied in different fields from solar cell (Thompson and Fréchet, 2008) to medicine (Anilkumar et al., 
2011). There are many forms of fullerenes (Yang et al., 1995), of which the most common is the C60 or 
buckyball (Hebard, 1993), and many possible combinations with other polymers or different species 
(Brabec et al., 2010). The final result is that despite of large possibility of appliances, the fullerenes 
are far from being a common product in our life. Main problems come from the hardness to produce 
them with high yield and selectivity with respect to undesired products (Kataura et al., 2001). These 
problems is very common in nanoparticle production and selectivity is typical of flame synthesis (Hou 
et al., 2009). Other methods for fullerene production have been proposed through years but flame 
reactors, already used just after fullerene discovery, remain of great interest for the possibility of easy 
scale up to industrial level. Recently scaled up flame-based reactors have been proposed an analysis 
of their parameters has been conducted (Takehara et al., 2005). However the process of fullerenes 
formation is not completely understood and the study are mainly based on empirical evidences more 
than previous precise calculations (Irle et al., 2006). It is generally accepted that the process of 
fullerene has lot of similarities with soot first nuclei formation (Chung and Violi, 2010). For a certain 
period fullerene were believed to be the initial step in soot formation (Homann, 1998). However, 
nowadays, the differences between two processes have been clearly stated and clarified. Fullerene 
production remains a sub-process of soot formation that can become relevant and dominant in 
certain conditions. Generally speaking fullerenes are a stable intermediate compound during the 
aromatic growth of gas phase polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) in certain conditions (Richter 
and Howard, 2000a). Usually, in order to have the high yield in fullerenes, low pressure conditions, a 
rich equivalence ratio close to stoichiometric, and a highly unsaturated hydrocarbon such as 
acetylene and benzene (Pope et al., 1993) are used.  
However, even when these conditions are achieved soot production is still ongoing and thus 
the final product result a mixture of fullerene and soot, which have to be chemically separated. The 
control of the process has to move toward an higher yield in fullerene and higher selectivity respect 
to soot particles (Rotello et al., 1993). 
 
2.4.2. Nanotubes  
Carbon nanotubes are belonging to the wider class of carbon nanofibers (Merchan-Merchan 
et al., 2010). The evidence of these classes of compounds goes back to Singer and Grumer (Singer and 
Grumer, 1958). After the discovery of fullerenes, the seeking of particular carbon compounds have 
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driven to the individuation of multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNs) (Iijima, 1991) and later to single 
wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNs) (Iijima and Ichihashi, 1993). Pulsed laser vaporization (Maser et al., 
1998), arc-discharge (Gamaly and Ebbesen, 1995, Iijima, 1991) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
(Cassell et al., 1999) rose as the first processes to produce carbon nanotubes. However due to high 
production costs and low feasibility at industrial scale of the process, alternative route to produce this 
material have been investigated. Together with the investigation on formation pathways many efforts 
have been devoted to discover the properties of CNTs and their possible applications. Nowadays CNT 
production involves metallic catalyst on which CNTs can growth in disordered way (Dupuis, 2005) or 
in a specific direction (Merchan-Merchan et al., 2010, Merchan-Merchan et al., 2004). Morphology, 
number of walls, orientation and eventual interaction with other material can strongly influence the 
possibility to apply this material to different fields (Merchan-Merchan et al., 2010). From this point of 
view the control of the process results again of fundamental importance. Flame synthesis of CNTs 
received lot of attention and nowadays a set of reactors have been individuated to produce a 
noticeable amount of CNTs. Both premixed (Howard et al., 1991) and diffusion flames (Vander Wal, 
2000) have been found to be suitable for production starting from many different fuels generally with 
a metallic catalyst (Vander Wal, 2002). In some case it is also possible to produce CNTs without a 
catalyst making the process even more interesting for industrial plants (Merchan-Merchan et al., 
2003). As for the fullerenes, CNTs results a particular pathway of more general high molecular mass 
aromatic hydrocarbon formation and growth. Soot particles are always present as by-products in the 
environment and can affect both the final form of the material and the costs of global process. The 
design of the catalyst both in terms of composition and morphology and its feeding to the combustion 
system are key parameters for the production on lab-scale and large scale of CNTs. Moreover 
different methods, such as the use of electric fields (Lou et al., 1995, Merchan-Merchan et al., 2004) 
and nanotemplates (Cui et al., 2005) have been tested with reliable results for the production of CNTs 
with certain feature in flame synthesis experiments. 
2.4.3. Graphene sheets 
The thinnest material on the Earth (Overbye, 2010 ). This is how the graphene or the graphene 
sheet is presented: an atomic layer of fully sp2 oriented carbon atoms (Service, 2009) . As for the 
related materials such fullerenes and CNTs, this material received an increasing attention from its 
discovery. Recently isolated by a simple experiment (Novoselov et al., 2005a, Novoselov et al., 
2005b), which was worth the noble prize, graphene has been already characterized experimentally by 
different groups and studied by theories of modern physics for many years (Stauber et al., 2005, 
Radovic and Bockrath, 2005), even before Novoselov’s experience (Hwang, 1995, Affoune et al., 2001, 
 on  le  et al., 2001, Shioyama, 2001, Duplock et al., 2004, Horiuchi et al., 2004). 
The two dimensionality of this material makes it suitable for particular applications in the field 
of electronic (Yazyev and Louie, 2010, Bonaccorso et al., 2010, Avouris, 2010, Westervelt, 2008). The 
production of small amounts has been achieved with several methods ranging from mechanical 
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exfoliation (Novoselov et al., 2005b) or cleavage (Shioyama, 2001) to chemical exfoliation from Si-C 
wafer (Aristov et al., 2010). Many other pioneer techniques are in course of development, since this 
field results almost totally new for the scientific community (Lemme et al., 2009, Hernandez et al., 
2008, Park and Ruoff, 2009). Since graphene is Younger than other related materials, graphene flame 
synthesis is looked with great interest for similar reasons described before for other nanomaterials 
(Memon et al., 2011b, You et al., 2011).  
The growth mechanisms that can lead to the formation of isolated and stable graphene sheets 
are far from being understood (You et al., 2011, Whitesides et al., 2009, Whitesides et al., 2007). This 
challenge is faced both from semi-empirical point of view, trying several combustion conditions and 
drawing conclusions from experimental evidences (Ossler et al., 2010, Guo et al., 2011, Li et al., 2011), 
and with accurate calculations involving molecular dynamics (You et al., 2011) and ab initio method 
(Mattausch and Pankratov, 2007, Min et al., 2007).  
2.4.4. Caron fiber, nanodiamonds and other carbon 
nanostructure 
Many nanostructures based on the possible arrangement of carbon atoms were produced and 
used even before the discovery of fullerenes. Mayor part of these compounds has not a unique 
characteristic but they exhibit a range of characteristics in dependence on the way they are formed 
and after treated. Most part of these materials can also be found in nature in different form. The 
engineering effect on this material is particularly noticeable in the production of nanostructures of 
tailored sizes. Even if purity of material can be not that high as in fullerene CNTs and graphene these 
can still be used in many different fields. 
Carbon arrangement at nanoscale can assume different form from those exposed before. In 
particular carbon nanofibers, CNFs, as filamentous carbonaceous material were already observed in 
the past. In the beginning they were substantially a pollutant dangerous for the surviving of catalyst 
(Rostrup-Nielsen, 1984). CNTs were discovered also due to the increased knowledge in controlling 
nanofiber formation (Terry et al., 1994). CNFs can be found in form of nanocoils (Varadan and Xie, 
2002) or nanoribbons (Campos-Delgado et al., 2008) . The production by flame synthesis of these 
materials has many similarities with carbon nanotubes. In a certain way these materials can be seen 
as imperfect products, which still exhibit interesting properties. Despite of lower quality CNFs coils or 
ribbons results easier to be prepared with lower costs.  
Nanodiamonds are nanostructures organized as diamonds lattice generally found in 
detonation event (Dolmatov and Kostrova, 2000). Recently they have been found also in common 
candle and have showed possibility to be applied to drug delivery science (Li et al., 2010, Lam and Ho, 
2009, Moreau et al., 2009, Donnet et al., 1998). 
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Onion-like nanoparticles (Maksimenko et al., 2010, Donnet et al., 1998, Kroto, 1992) are 
probably the nanostructured material most similar to annealed soot particles. The onion-like 
structure has been also individuated in soot particles, although with high number of defects. The 
constitution of these multicage system offer lot of implementations; for example, they exhibit solvent 
affinity very different in dependence on their features.  
Coating with multilayer of carbonaceous material organized at nanoscale can be easily applied 
to the coating field. The possibility to have a super hydrophobic thin layer for ultrathin coating has 
been already explored by Puri’s group giving an example of possible application of these materials 
(Mazumder et al., 2011).  
The main reason for researching these materials is due to the fact they are more easily to be 
produced in large quantity and with higher selectivity. This allows to have an easy scale up from lab-
scale to plant scale (Jiménez et al., 2009). In particular flame synthesis is one of the most common 
ways to produce them. The possibility to use large number of fuel and a wide range of combustion 
condition in terms of reactants ratio and temperature history make this process very appreciable. 
 
3. Aim of thesis 
This work has been focused on carbonaceous nanoparticles. The thesis proposes experimental 
and numerical tools to investigate and control the combustion processes and the by-products emitted 
from lab-scale and real actual operating combustion systems. A deepen knowledge of processes can 
be fundamental step in order to produce carbonaceous nanomaterial with tailored properties such as 
size, chemical composition and internal structure.  
 
4. Carbon particle formation in flames: 
state of the art 
In this chapter a description of the main opinion of the scientific community about 
carbonaceous particle formation and evolution in combustion environment will be furnished. 
Experimental techniques and numerical studies that led to these conclusions were described further 
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on. Hints of particle features will be furnished whether these would be useful to better understand 
process description, leaving to chapter 5 a more detailed description. 
Carbon particle formation has been faced through years and some round-table discussions 
(Bockhorn, 1994, Bockhorn, 2007) have represented milestones for upgrading and sharing the 
knowledge in this field. However, a deep and complete knowledge of all mechanisms involved in 
particle formation is not achieved yet (D'Anna, 2009, Wang, 2011).  
Probably inception mechanism, i.e. the step which leads to the formation of three dimensional 
structures starting from gas phase molecules, remains the less understood topic. To face this 
problem, combustion community has extended its field of interest toward an interdisciplinary route, 
which largely involves physicists and chemists beside of engineers. This melting pot of knowledge has 
opened new frontiers in this research field. Molecular dynamic (Schuetz and Frenklach, 2002, 
Herdman and Miller, 2008), ab initio calculations (Kubicki, 2005, Kubicki, 2006), mass spectrometry 
(Apicella et al., 2007, Grotheer et al., 2004, Grotheer et al., 2011) and use of synchrotron light (Yang 
et al., 2007, Li et al., 2008, Taatjes et al., 2008) represent innovative techniques not only for 
combustion community and are becoming fundamental in the study of combustion formed particles.  
The main pathway for formation process starts with gas phase pyrolysis and oxidation of fuel, 
moving in some conditions toward the formation of large gas phase PAHs (see 4.1). This part result 
fundamental for a critical analysis and prediction of particle formation in flames. The stiffness of the 
problem strictly links gas phase products with particles, making the analysis even more complicated.  
After the formation of large PAHs the process of growth continues leading these molecules to 
form larger structure. At certain point, these structures assume a three dimensional shape (see 4.2), 
stop to behave like gas phase species and start to exhibit properties typical of condensed phases 
(density, viscosity plasticity etc.) (see also 5.2). 
The formation of these incipient three dimensional structures open the route to the loading of 
particulate matter, mainly operated by gas phase species such as acetylene and PAHs (see 4.3). This 
process is generally chemically and thermally driven and has been largely studied by combustion 
scientific community.  
Another phenomenon found in flame is the coagulation (see 4.4). The formation of new entity 
through coalescence coagulation, or aggregated particles through aggregating coagulation, has been 
found and extensively studied for metallic combustion formed nanoparticles. The sintering process, 
which is at the base of the two phenomena and their discerning, has been recently evaluated also for 
carbonaceous particles. Primary particles are now better distinguished from aggregates with respect 
to the past. 
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A side work about combustion formed particles can generally be found in the study of the 
oxidation mechanisms of these latters (see 4.5). Catalytic and homogenous oxidation of soot particles 
have been studied in the past by aeronautical and engine research groups in order to find a better 
way to minimize the final emissions of real combustion devices. On the other hand people who were 
looking at the formation process of the soot, paid attention to the oxidation for its role in diffusion 
flames. Both these study routes are now focused more on the features of the particles coming from 
combustion devices, such as reactivity and, thus, possibility to be oxidized. In fact, a different 
production process can influence not only the natural emission of a combustion device but also the 
efficiency and the effectiveness of the after treatment stages. 
Most of the processes mentioned above are generally accepted, even if specific discussions 
about the exact mechanisms are still ongoing. On the other, lately new data on some soot samples 
have started the debate on the remarkable presence of aliphatic compounds on the surface of 
particles. This different evolution has been not completely clarified and widely accepted by 
combustion community.  
 
4.1. Gas phase reaction mechanisms 
Gas phase analysis is of fundamental importance to characterize the combustion process of 
different fuels and in different conditions. In particular, the analysis of the main gas phase products, 
such as H2O, CO2, H2 and CO for a hydrocarbon combustion, can give and immediate response 
regarding the final combustion efficiency. Moreover a deeper analysis of other intermediate products 
of fundamental relevance, such C2H2, CH4 and some radical species such as OH, can give even more 
information on the evolution of combustion.  
A complete analysis of mechanisms involved in primary fuel oxidation/decomposition it is 
beyond the aim of this thesis and it is remanded to some review articles present in literature (Ranzi et 
al., 2001, Simmie, 2003, Zádor et al., 2011). However, the formation of large molecular weight 
compounds, in particular PAHs, has to be given, at least as hints, since it is strongly related to the 
formation of incipient particles and soot growth. 
Nowadays PAHs are universally recognized as the precursor of soot particles (D'Anna, 2009, 
Wang, 2011) and their kinetics have been extensively studied and reviewed (Richter and Howard, 
2000b, Frenklach, 2002b).  
This chapter will move from the description of the main formation pathways of benzene, the 
first aromatic compound. This step is of fundamental importance for the understanding of the multi-
ring structure formation, that, in some way, can be seen as an extension of the same mechanism 
(Frenklach, 2002b). Two main reaction routes have been individuated for the formation of first 
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aromatic ring: the first one involves C2H2, whereas the other involves radical species. In both cases 
the formation of benzene comes from a sequential addition of small molecules.  
The acetylene pathway for benzene formation goes back to 1980’s (Frenklach et al., 1985, 
Bittner and Howard, 1981) and it has been studied for more than 10 years in order to catch correct 
values for thermodynamic properties and rate constants (Frenklach, 2002b). After all, this pathway 
has been found to be determinant at medium-low temperature regime (Frenklach et al., 1988, Miller 
and Melius, 1992b), which is not typical of a premixed rich flame of aliphatic.  
On the other hand, to fill this gap another route has been proposed by Miller and Melius 
(Miller and Melius, 1992b). The self-recombination of propargyl radicals has been proposed as key 
step in first aromatic ring formation. Successive studies have recognized this reaction and some 
similar (Colket and Seery, 1994, Marinov et al., 1998b) to be predominant in high temperature 
environment.  
Multi-ring formation has been almost immediately seen as the limiting step in particulate 
formation due to its low rate. As for the first aromatic ring, many pathways have been proposed 
through the years (Frenklach and Wang, 1991, Melius et al., 1996, Marinov et al., 1998a, D'Anna et 
al., 2000) and some of them have been found to be more reliable for the prediction of these high 
molecular mass compounds. Moreover, a general expression for the molecular growth has been 
found out with possible application to larger compounds (Frenklach, 2002b).  
Mechanisms can be again divided on the base of the molecules involved. Acetylene is again 
one of the fundamental reactants for the formation of PAHs. The idea of using a sequential addition 
of acetylene goes back to Frenklach and Wang paper, presented at the Twenty-third International 
Symposium on Combustion (Frenklach and Wang, 1991). They used for the first time the acronym 
HACA (H-abstraction-C2H2-addition). Even if the term was only due to the word limit of the 
conference paper, its appeal made it a worldly known term to define this process. As suggested by 
the extended name, this reaction pathways starts with an abstraction of a hydrogen atom to form a 
radical activated species. Successively the addition of an acetylene molecule increases the molecular 
weight of the species. These two steps have been widely studied. A brief discussion of these 
mechanisms will be useful for the successive description of the larger aromatic compounds growth. 
The formation of radical through the loss of a hydrogen atom can be addressed in different ways: the 
abstraction can be driven by another radical such as H or OH, largely abundant in flame conditions, or 
by other gaseous species or via unimolecular reaction. In dependence on the temperature and species 
concentration, these pathways can have a different relevance. However, the abstraction driven by H 
and OH atoms has been found to be dominant for a large number of flame conditions (Wang and 
Frenklach, 1997). Of course, the reversibility of the process is of fundamental importance since it 
balances the formation of radical species (Mauss et al., 1994). It has been found that the reverse 
reaction step is important when the recovery of energy is not addressed. Otherwise the reaction can 
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be considered almost irreversible; this is the case of the formation of a series of PAHs ,which minimize 
the energy, called stabilomer series (Stein and Fahr, 1985). Another important aspect of the growth 
through acetylene is the edge migration. This phenomenon has been deeply investigated by 
Frenklach, Moriarty and coworkers in several papers (Frenklach et al., 1998, Moriarty et al., 1999). 
The final finding has suggested the possibility to have a formation of a closed ring after the formation 
of a 5-ring structure. The reverse reaction has been taken into account finally sketching a continuous 
change in the edge of a large aromatic structure. Indeed, the larger is the aromatic multi-ring 
structure, the higher is the migration rate (Frenklach, 2002b).  
The other route to form multi-rings species involves resonantly stabilized free radicals (RSFR) 
(Castaldi et al., 1996, Marinov et al., 1996, Marinov et al., 1998b). Resonantly stabilization is typical of 
aromatic species due to their high capability to delocalize the unpaired electron through all the 
electronic clouds. Radical recombination is favored by the low activation energy; at same time they 
can reach considerable high concentration in flame environment. From the radical recombination 
many different PAHs can be formed. Naphthalene, whose formation has been firstly explained with 
HACA mechanism, has been found to be formed through the cyclopentadienyl recombination or 
through benzyl and propargyl radicals (Marinov et al., 1998b, D'Anna et al., 2000). These routes are 
fast enough to provide large amount of naphthalene in flame environment. Phenanthrene and 
biphenyl are formed in similar way involving cyclopentadienyl-propargyl and cyclopentadienyl-indenyl 
recombination respectively (Marinov et al., 1996, Marinov et al., 1998b). 
Past and more recent literature is still debating on the relative importance of the HACA and 
RFSR mechanism for the formation of PAHs in combustion environment (Richter and Howard, 2000a, 
Frenklach, 2002b). Since the combustion conditions can be quite different in terms of gas phase 
species concentration and temperature history, very often some extreme conditions have been 
analyzed drawing generally valid conclusions. As for other steps in particle formation, it is very likely 
that these mechanisms march together and just in some case one is completely prevalent with 
respect to the other. The final picture of gas phase PAHs in combustion results a complex dance with 
more than one leading role 
 
4.2. Inception  
Inception is the fundamental step that, moving from two dimensional structures, leads to the 
formation of three dimensional ones. This definition tries to be as wide as possible, since any 
restriction could affect the general validity of some considerations around this process. In fact, the 
individuation of the first particle, which belongs to the class of particulate matter, can be far enough 
from the gas phase products and some important species and processes could be missed (D'Anna, 
2009, Wang, 2011)  Moreover  the hardness of defining this “first particle”, in terms of size, 
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morphology, thermodynamic and physical properties, makes the task of finding the missing link 
between particles and gas phase even harder. Indeed, a clear distinction between these two classes 
of compounds has been somewhat ruled out by recent findings in this field. Hereafter, the description 
of the inception process will be presented as a growth process which involves species with molecular 
weight between 128-202amu (naphthalene-pyrene) and 2000amu. These latters have an equivalent 
spherical diameter around 1.5nm. These high molecular mass compounds exhibit intermediate 
characteristics between gas phase and solid state carbon compounds, which will be described further 
on (see chapter 5). The process of growth will be treated separately for chemical and physical 
pathways. The first one is quite similar to the steps described above for multi ring formation, whereas 
the physical one is somewhat different in terms of interaction forces involved. 
 
4.2.1. Chemical path for particle inception  
Aromatic nature of high molecular mass compounds found in flame has been universally 
recognized. Small gas phase PAHs have been individuated as main precursors of these compounds 
(D'Anna, 2009, Richter and Howard, 2000a, Bockhorn, 1994, Bockhorn, 2007). However the growth 
process of PAHs can lead in principle to very different compounds. The acetylene growth described 
for gas phase is thought to form always a closed ring, enlarging the wideness of aromatic island and 
leading towards larger graphene-like sheet with a high degree of aromatization. In fact, after pyrene 
formation, this growth mechanism would lead very fast to the formation of larger pericondensed 
structures (Frenklach, 2002b). The first aromatic in this series is coronene followed by larger 
molecules such as circumcoronene. These very large structures would remain in the two dimensional 
world, until some other process occurs. The detection of similar species in flame has helped in 
drawing the conclusion that these species could explain the gas-to-particle transition. Homman 
proposed a bending of the structure on the base of morphological similarity between soot particles 
and fullerenes to justify the three dimensional structure formation (Homann, 1998). The presence of 
five member ring necessary to bend the structure, present also in fullerenes, was linked to the 
relevant amount of this kind of compounds in flame. This hypothesis appears now overcome. This 
kind of so large molecules can be hardly found in flame environment, probably just as trace species 
and in particular conditions (Wang, 2011). Moreover recent thermochemical calculation almost ruled 
it out (Wang, 2011). However, acetylene addition and the pericondensed pathway are still reliable up 
to certain molecular weight. It means that certain species, such as pyrene-to-coronene PAHs can play 
a dominant role in inception process (Schuetz and Frenklach, 2002, Herdman and Miller, 2008).  
Another important chemical pathway, that has to be considered within inception process, 
involves the PAHs radical recombination. Based on the similarity for the formation of the first and the 
second aromatic ring  this process has been described for the first time by D’Anna and coworkers 
(D'Anna et al., 2001b). The main idea is that the formation of aromatic aliphatic linked hydrocarbons 
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(AALH) overtakes the large pericondensed ones. AALH can be formed through the combination of an 
aromatic radical with another radical or its stable form. The formation of an aliphatic bond, or sigma-
bond, within the structure introduces a non-rigidity point. The structure can rotate around this bond 
according with the laws of free energy and quantum mechanics. This biphenyl-like structure can go 
from very simple interconnection between PAHs, such as the formation of bi-pyrene, up to very 
complex geometry which involves tens of PAHs. 
These structures can grow by chemical addition of PAHs or acetylene. The final compound 
would have memory of the different species added since it was formed. In fact, since the first 
aliphatic bond is introduced within the structure, the planarity is lost due the free rotation around the 
axis of this bond. However, topologically speaking, these structures are more like a large irregular 
surface which is bent into itself, rather than a real three dimensional structure. In fact, in the above 
description no growth mechanism out of plane occurs. However, the original hypothesis takes these 
structures as the only responsible for the formation of first compounds which can be considered a 
particle.  
In several conditions this pathway has been demonstrated to be dominant and several 
experimental and numerical investigations have found that small particles can effectively look like a 
hank of relatively small PAHs (D'Anna, 2009, D'Anna et al., 2000, D'Anna et al., 2001b). However, 
these findings are not matching the final form of soot particles, suggesting that some other process 
induces higher degree of aromatization in the structure during the evolution in flame. This process is 
mainly linked not only with the final form of the structures but also with their inception mechanism. 
Hence, aromatization, or graphitization process (Dobbins et al., 1996) can form a stronger linked and 
more stable structures able to survive for a long enough time in flame conditions (see also paragraph 
4.3).  
In conclusion, chemical pathways are not completely explaining the inception process. Large 
efforts in small particle characterization have furnished lot of clues for the understanding the first 
moments in particles formation. These features have revealed that large macromolecules can be 
formed and grow. Due to chemical nature of the process high temperature and concentration of 
precursors (small gas phase PAHs) can strongly favor this pathway. A significant large presence of 
acetylene can influence this route moving toward a more aromatized structure.  
 
4.2.2. Physical path for particle inception 
Physical path involves different forces with respect to chemical reactions and the final product 
is not a chemically bonded structure. The base of this process is linked with the van der Waal 
intermolecular forces. These forces are responsible for the attraction of instantaneous and/or 
permanent dipoles present in the molecules. Moreover they are not anisotropic and thus depend on 
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molecule orientation beside of the chemical nature of the molecules involved (Schuetz and Frenklach, 
2002, Herdman and Miller, 2008, Chung and Violi, 2011). In the PAH molecules, the pi-electron cloud 
extends over the aromatic island formed by the condensed aromatic rings. This large electronic 
structure can behave as a part of the dipole attraction involving van der Waal forces. Indeed, the 
attraction between two PAHs is strongly linked to the interaction of the pi-electron planes and thus to 
the orientation these planes. Once the two planes are parallel oriented, the attraction between two 
planes can be enough strong to hold together the molecules. In graphite the out of plane interaction 
is due only to these forces and the strength is around 5kJ/mol per carbon atom (Donchev, 2006). The 
extension of the plane of interaction up to hundreds of atoms might make this interaction as strong 
as a chemical bond.  
Out of plane interactions of gas phase PAHs and their stacking have been supposed to be the 
key step for the formation of three dimensional structures (Miller, 1991, Frenklach and Wang, 1994, 
Frenklach and Wang, 1991). Through years the PAHs considered for this process ranged from very 
large molecule with more than 7 rings to very small PAHs like naphthalene (Schuetz and Frenklach, 
2002, Herdman and Miller, 2008). Great attention has been paid to pyrene stacking (Sabbah et al., 
2010), considered the first of aromatic with a high sticking efficiency. Lot of studies has been 
conducted to experimentally evaluate the concentration of PAHs in flame and to numerically test the 
influence of the stacking on the final concentration of small and large particles. For many PAHs, which 
can be found in flame environment, the calculated strength of interaction is smaller than kinetic 
energy of the molecules. This mismatching is the weak point of the theory of stacking. However the 
calculation of the interaction results not easy. Many side effects have to be considered to correctly 
represent the real situation. Presence of other molecules, residual charge on the molecules involved 
(ions), correct method of calculation of potential involved in the process with Density Function Theory 
(DFT) and ab initio calculation, dispersion of energy due to intramolecular forces and re-arrangement, 
additional vibrational level due to the presence of side chain in the colliding molecules are the main 
issue that still remain unsolved in this investigation field. On the other hand, experimental evidences 
of the presence of interacting planes within the first particles have been recognized and are pushing 
the scientific community toward filling this gap (Grotheer et al., 2004, Grotheer et al., 2011).  
Despite of this lack of knowledge, lots of semiempirical methods for the evaluation of this 
process have been carried out and implemented in numerical models. Most of reaction rate 
expressions come from some evaluation on the sticking efficiency of similar species with some 
assumption on the potential of interaction. Further discussion on numerical models and way of threat 
this delicate issue will be given further on (see Chapter 7). 
In conclusion, most part of the scientists believes that stacking is fundamental in the inception 




4.3. Surface growth  
Once formed the first particle, or, more correctly, the first species which no longer behaves 
like a gas phase compound, its evolution is driven by some specific processes. One of these processes 
is the molecular or surface growth. The term surface growth immediately refers to the fact that the 
addition of molecules from gas phase to existing condensed compounds can occur preferentially on 
the surface. Although particles exhibit some nanoporosity, the addition rate is generally fast 
compared to diffusion inside the particle.  
The most important species involved in molecular growth is acetylene (Frenklach and Wang, 
1994). Molecular growth is responsible for the soot loading, i.e. the formation of large amount of 
particulate in terms of volume fraction. In particular, the addition of acetylene follows a reaction 
pathway similar to the HACA mechanism found and described for the gas phase (Frenklach and Wang, 
1991). As for large PAHs, one of reasons of this easy addition relies in the fast migration edge that 
allows acetylene to form a closed ring each time is added. This phenomenon has been theorized and 
modeled by Frenklach group after his development of HACA mechanism. However the link between 
acetylene and soot was already investigated and some empirical correlations had been founded 
(Frenklach et al., 1985).  
Together with acetylene other gas phase species can contribute to the growth of particles. In 
particular aromatic compounds have been individuated as alternative route to acetylene pathway. 
These compounds can be chemically linked to particles forming aliphatic linked structure similar to 
those found in the very first particles (D'Anna et al., 2000, D'Anna et al., 2001a, D'Anna et al., 2001b). 
Similarly aromatic growth can lead to the formation of larger particles independently from acetylene 
addition. If this process takes place the character of these large particles would be very similar to 
small particle one, in contrast with experimental evidences. As stated in 4.2.1 aromatization process 
can form larger aromatic islands and thus a more packed structure (Dobbins et al., 1996). Moreover, 
as for the inception, probably for most part of the combustion conditions particles come from both 
pathways: surface growth by acetylene and by aromatics contribute together for the final form and 
amount of particles (D'Anna, 2009, D'Anna et al., 2009). 
However, in both cases reactions are depending on the active sites on particle surface. In fact, 
the reactions involve molecular species and particles with active sites (Woods and Haynes, 1994). 
These active sites have been discussed in literature with different hypothesis on their nature. 
However since the surface growth shows lots of similarity with gas phase HACA and aromatic growth 
also these active sites have been associated with the correspondent in PAHs chemistry (Frenklach and 
Wang, 1994). It means that radical formation on soot surface is the limiting step for the surface 
growth. In fact during the study of the evolution of the particles in flames, it came out that 
aromatization process changes the physical properties, as stated before, together with reactivity of 
particles and, indeed, the number of active sites on the surface. On the other hand a correct 
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characterization of the number of active sites is mandatory for the correct prediction of molecular 
growth. From this point of view molecular growth is depending on aging process occurring on surface 
(Blanquart and Pitsch, 2009, Sirignano et al., 2010).  
These studies are not conclusive for the understanding of the aromatization process since it is 
not possible to isolate this process. However actual knowledge suggests that the aromatization can be 
driven by very high temperature environment and, more important by some radical species, able to 
extract hydrogen from particles. This extraction makes the particles more aromatic and reduces the 
number of active sites on the surface. 
As mentioned in the first part of this chapter, recent experimental studies evidenced the 
aliphatic content in soot particles (Cain et al., 2010, Cain et al., 2011). The role of aliphatic seems to 
be predominant on the surface of the final form of soot particles. However, great uncertainty is still 
present for the results. Since most part of the studies has been conducted on sampled material, 
artifacts due to sampling system are still possible and can significantly affect the conclusions. 
Moreover this process does not dramatically affect the general picture of particles formation and 
growth here presented, even if leaves some open question in particle evolution. 
 
4.4. Coagulation of particles 
Coagulation process controls the numerical concentration, the size and the final morphology 
of soot particles (Smoluchowski, 1916). Coagulation of particles belongs to the aerosol science and, in 
fact, early works can be addressed to this field (Friedlander and Wang, 1966, Lai et al., 1972, Pich et 
al., 1970). However most of the studies regarded large aggregates and agglomerates whose size range 
from hundreds of nanometers to some microns. These particles belong to the continuum regime 
according to the classic theory. However as the size decreases the free molecular regime is 
approached and the influence of nonlinear factor, e.g. the Cunningham correction for the diffusivity, 
becomes not negligible. This is the case of combustion formed particles. Soot is emitted generally in 
form of large aggregates of a hundred nanometers. Despite of these relatively large compounds, 
particles formed in combustion range from tens of nanometers for primary soot particles down to few 
nanometers for the very small particles.  
Moreover flame conditions are quite extreme regards number concentration. Studies on size 
distribution function of particles below 10nm showed that in a rich premixed flame particle number 
concentration can arise up to 1014#/cm3 (Sgro et al., 2003), whereas larger ones are just of few orders 
of magnitude less. This numerical concentration is fundamental not only for the evaluation of the 
emissions of a combustion system but also for the evaluation of the evolution of particles in flame. In 
fact, different coagulation rates lead to the formation of different particles in terms of size and 
number concentration (D'Alessio et al., 2005). These changes reflect into different reaction rates for 
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other reactions, such as surface growth. It means that the control of the process, both to prevent 
emission and for producing smart nanoparticles, passes through a correct understanding of particle 
coagulation. 
Particle coagulation in flame has been studied for many different types of elements. Metal 
particles have received great attention in this sense (see Chapter 2.3). However the knowledge 
achieved for this kind of particles can be in a certain way extended to carbonaceous particles. Lot of 
studies moved from this consideration and tries to threat the coagulation in a general way. 
Unfortunately some parameters that control this process strongly depend on physical characteristics 
of particles. Indeed, the combustion conditions, which are responsible for the nature of the particles 
and control the inception process, indirectly affect also the coagulation rate and, thus, the surface 
growth (D'Alessio et al., 2005).  
Soot particles were studied firstly in the form of chain-like structures, which is also their final 
form. Starting from this point, the studies went deeper in the analysis of the primary constituents, i.e. 
primary particles. Further on the new advances in technology allowed to investigate inside primary 
particles with high precision and determine their internal structure with enough reliability.  
 
4.4.1. Coalescent coagulation 
Properties of particles and their coagulation efficiency have been correlated on the base of 
experimental evidence and numerical calculations. In particular the internal structure of particles has 
been found to evolve with residence time in the flame (Calcote and Manos, 1983, Ciajolo et al., 1996, 
Megaridis et al., 1996, Alfè et al., 2010). This evolution usually moves particles toward a more rigid 
structure through an aromatization process. A solid state character can be reached and at certain 
point some of the viscoelasticity typical of very small particles get lost (Minutolo et al., 1998, Barone 
et al., 2003).  
At same time the coagulation process takes place with different final products. Very small 
particles or, more properly, condensed species, due to their viscoelasticity during coagulation act like 
small droplets and tend to form a single larger particle. This process can be associated with 
coalescence and after that the identity of the colliding particles is lost (Dobbins and Megaridis, 1987). 
This process is quite similar to what happens during physical inception process. Also in this case van 
der Walls forces are responsible for the attraction of the species and the formation of intra- and 
intermolecular bonds. Comparing this process to those studied in metal nanoparticles formation, it is 
possible to see lots of similarities. In metal nanoparticles usually sintering process is used to explain 
the phenomenon that leads to the formation of a new larger particle from the collision of two smaller 
ones (Camenzind et al., 2010). Sintering time scale is short compared with contact time when this 
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process is effective. Changing the properties of the particles sintering time scale can change moving 
toward conditions unfavorable for coalescence.  
Looking at the results on the dimension of primary particles and very small nanoparticles, it is 
almost universally accepted that size dependent coagulation is driving toward a bimodal distribution 
in particle formation during combustion (Zhao et al., 2003, Sgro et al., 2007). The small mode is due to 
particles as small as 2-4nm whereas large primary particles with sizes of 15-30nm can be found in the 
larger mode. Sticking coefficient measured for small nanoparticles is temperature dependent and in 
flame conditions can be up to three orders of magnitude smaller than at room temperature. This very 
low sticking efficiency makes these nanoparticles a not negligible intermediate state from gas phase 
to large particles. They survive along the flame reactor and can be emitted (Minutolo et al., 2008). 
The exact value of coagulation efficiency depends on the internal structure of these nanoparticles, as 
stated before. However, for a large number of flame conditions, efficiency relies in a narrow range of 
values. Coalescence efficiency increase reaching almost the unity for particles around 7-10nm, which 
can be seen as primary soot particles (D'Alessio et al., 2005). 
Coalescence efficiency of large primary particles decreases rapidly with increasing size. In 
flame environment it is not easy to find isolated primary particles with size larger than 40nm. On the 
other hand, particles as small as 10nm can still coalesce forming larger ones. This means that primary 
particles can relies just in a narrow range of values as found in flame. These particles are hard to be 
found as isolated ones because, even if the coalescence efficiency is low, the total coagulation 
efficiency is high. Indeed, large aggregates are immediately formed and the final form of soot is 
reached (Mitchell and Frenklach, 1998). 
 
4.4.2. Aggregating coagulation 
The particle size distribution functions of soot can be measured in lab scale or real combustion 
devices or numerically calculated in flame predictions (Puri et al., 1993). In both cases it has to be 
considered that large aggregates are the main constituent of soot. Hence, the mean dimension of an 
aggregate is only one of the parameters that can define its nature. Many experimental and numerical 
works have given some hints about the correction necessary to take into account the nonsphericity of 
these aggregates (Mitchell and Frenklach, 1998, Puri et al., 1993, Farias et al., 1995, Koylu and Faeth, 
1992, Charalampopoulos and Chang, 1991, Köylü et al., 1995). These aggregates usually are in fractal 
form. Hence, one of the most important parameters is the fractal dimension. This parameter has been 
evaluated for a large number of carbonaceous aggregates and it ended up that it relies in a narrow 
range, between 1.8 and 2 (Patterson and Kraft, 2007, Balthasar and Frenklach, 2005a). Into these 
aggregates there is a large variety of particles in terms of structure and size due to the fact the final 
form is usually the result of a continuum process occurring along the flame. The mean dimension of 
aggregates and their molecular weight is thus dependent on the flame history which these aggregates 
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undergo. However, despite of this large number of variable some studies have showed that particle 
size distribution function is self-preserving, approaching a limit curve that in the case of Brownian 
motion can be assimilated as a lognormal distribution (Balthasar and Frenklach, 2005b, Friedlander 
and Wang, 1966). 
Aggregates are formed from coagulation of two primary particles, or smaller aggregates, 
which have no longer the capability to give coalescent coagulation. For these large particles the 
coagulation efficiency is unitary. However the definition of the starting point of aggregating 
coagulation, after coalescence stops, is harder. Probably there is not a break point in this process but, 
more likely, there is a large moiety of intermediate situations. It means that some particles have a 
partial capability of giving coalescence coagulation or, more correctly, they partially coalesce. The 
result is a compound in which traces of the identity of colliding particles can be still observed but a 
new species is formed at same time.  
 
4.5. Oxidation 
Oxidation process of large soot particles and small nanoparticles has been studied in past 
years (Neoh et al., 1985, Echavarria et al., 2011). A first great distinction can be done between gas 
phase oxidation and catalytic oxidation. The latter is widely diffused in after treatment system, e.g. in 
engine particulate filter stages, due to the possibility to maintain low emissions (Messerer et al., 2006, 
Choi and Foster, 2006, Seipenbusch et al., 2005, Seipenbusch and Friedlander, 2004, Retailleau et al., 
2004). These systems are becoming one of the most expensive technologies in the car design. On the 
other hand, combustion technology demonstrated to be able to produce much less amount of soot 
reducing this problem at source stage. Moreover, the mean size of particle produced in combustion is 
decreasing and their number concentration is increasing. Oxidation of these new particles can 
represent a new border line problem for the after treatments systems (Vander Wal and Tomasek, 
2003).  
Gas phase non-catalytic oxidation has been on the contrary studied as a limiting stage during 
soot formation (Villasenor and Kennedy, 1992, Stanmore et al., 2001, Prado et al., 1981, Neoh et al., 
1985). The influence on total amount of soot produced depends on the oxidation resistance of soot 
itself and on the capability of the combustion environment to give place to oxidation process. The 
first problem is linked with the characteristic of the particles produced and in particular with the 
possible points of attack by oxidant species (Vander Wal and Tomasek, 2003). Molecular oxygen, O2, 
and hydroxyl radical, OH, are the main oxidant species in combustion environment. Other species 
such as CO2 (Kapteijn et al., 1994) and water (Stanmore et al., 2001) have been selected as oxidant 
species in some specific and not ordinary conditions. Molecular oxygen is not easy to be found in rich 
environment and thus is generally more effective in lean conditions. OH radical instead is always 
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effective due to his presence in almost all combustion conditions, becoming the most important and 
almost the only one present in rich conditions (Neoh et al., 1985).  
Oxidation process is always active and thus intimately linked with growth process. This makes 
the correct evaluation of growth process even harder. An underestimation in oxidation process can 
easily lead to an overestimation in total soot amount.  
In order to better study oxidation process a sort of decoupling has been tried in the past. In 
particular Sarofim group used a combustion generated soot aerosol as feed for a secondary 
combustion process (Neoh et al., 1985, Echavarria et al., 2011). The secondary process was conducted 
in an environment where particle formation does not occur, i.e. lean, stoichiometric or slightly rich 
conditions. In these conditions, the oxidation of the fed particles could be systematically studied. 
However, even this smart attempt suffers of some problems linked to sampling process and 
evaluation of the particle size. This latter is quite hard to be correctly evaluated with conventional and 
commercial systems when sizes approach molecular regime.  
A global evaluation of reaction rate based on this and other experiments, together with 
numerical prediction for kinetic expressions, represents the actual knowledge of oxidation process 
(Kazakov et al., 1995, Harris and Maricq, 2002). However since the first studies on the oxidation 
process two kind of oxidation steps were individuated: surface oxidation and oxidation-induced 
fragmentation (Neoh et al., 1985, Garo et al., 1990). The first process is always active and is due to all 
oxidant species. The latter regards both aggregates and primary particles and has been found to be 
active in some conditions and mainly driven by molecular oxygen. Surface oxidation limits the total 
amount of particles and reduces their size. Oxidation-induced fragmentation mainly affects the 
number concentration of particles and their size. This aspect indirectly affects soot reactivity: an 
increase in number concentration and surface area enhances all the processes, included surface 
oxidation. This phenomenon can strongly affect evaluation of global oxidation rate in lab-scale and 
real combustion systems. Moreover the smaller particles produced by oxidation-induced 
fragmentation can be emitted. These will have dimensions down to those of small nanoparticles 
produced in combustion after inception process. On the contrary, their characteristics can be similar 
to those of mature soot particles, from which they come from. 
 
4.5.1. Surface oxidation 
Oxidant species can attack the particles wherever some weak or activated points are present. 
The nature of these points can be different in dependence on the oxidant species (Vander Wal and 
Tomasek, 2003). Molecular species, such as oxygen, need to have an activated site in order to 
effectively react. These active sites are totally similar to those needed for molecular growth. This 
means that growth and oxidation by molecular species compete for the same active sites. These sites, 
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as stated before, are more likely present on the surface and thus the oxidation occurs prevalently 
there. Radical oxidant species, such as OH, do not need an active site to give reaction. However, the 
presence of weak points in the structure, such as aliphatic bonds, can favor this process. Chemically 
linked aromatic structures represent possible sites of oxidation for these species. On the contrary a 
complete aromatized structure is harder to be oxidized. Due to its radical nature the oxidation driven 
by OH results fast and thus mainly occurring on the surface of the particles. 
 
4.5.2. Oxidation induced fragmentation 
Fragmentation has been recognized in several condition and results fundamental for the 
correct prediction of the particle size distribution .(Neoh et al., 1985, Garo et al., 1990, Harris and 
Maricq, 2002) Reducing the mean dimension, fragmentation increases number concentration of 
particles. Experimental equipment has been set up to isolate or at least enhance this phenomenon. 
Overall it is widely accepted that this occurs prevalently in presence of large quantity of molecular 
oxygen, i.e. lean conditions, whereas it appears less evident or determinant in rich conditions. 
Moreover recent studies have evidenced that this phenomenon concerns both aggregates and 
primary particles (Echavarria et al., 2011). Fragmentation of aggregates, here named primary 
fragmentation, i.e. the breakup of a chain-like structure, has been recognized first. Primary 
fragmentation is supposed to occur after the attack of oxygen in a certain zone of the structure, more 
likely the contact points between particles into the aggregates. If the bond, which holds together the 
aggregate, is weaken enough by oxygen, a breakup occurs. From primary fragmentation the products 
can be aggregates or primary particles in dependence of the size, the number of particles into the 
aggregate and the point of attack of oxidant species. This phenomenon takes place from a reaction 
which occurs onto a particular point of the structure.  
However, another type of fragmentation can occur. Oxygen, due to the fact that its oxidation 
reaction rate is considerably smaller than OH radical, can diffuse through the nanoporosity present in 
the particles. This leads toward an internal burning that can weaken the structure from the inside. 
The effect can be an explosion of the particle and thus the production of fragments as small as few 
nanometers (Secondary Fragmentation). Secondary fragmentation has been observed and introduced 
in the general discussion about oxidation after the evidence of a huge raise in lean conditions of 
particles with size much smaller of primary particles. This has suggested that the primary 
fragmentation model could not be the only one considered.  
These small new nanoparticles may be similar in structure and composition to the mature soot 
particles from which they are generated and indeed different from nanoparticles that come from the 
inception process. This may influence their properties such as light absorbance, water affinity, 
effective risk for human health and finally capability to be oxidized in after treatment stages.   
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5. Main features of flame generated 
particles 
Soot and nanoparticles are just definitions. In principle it is not possible to associate to these 
terms to some specific compounds. Due the wide moiety of compounds present in flame, underneath 
soot and nanoparticles definitions it is possible to find a very different species in terms of chemical 
composition, morphology and internal structure. Probably the most correct way to understand what 
is soot and what are nanoparticles is referring to experimental evidences and findings of last years. 
Historically soot has been detected first and characterized. As the level of knowledge 
increased scientific community has individuated a class of compounds with features considerable 
different from particles studied so far. Nanoparticle idea was growing up. After 20 year of 
investigation the distinction now is almost universally recognized. However, properties of these 
compounds have not been completely understood and investigated.  
Here a brief overview of the actual knowledge about main properties of soot and 
nanoparticles are presented. Most of the characteristics described below were discovered using 
several techniques. Some of them will be described in details in the next chapter. 
 
5.1. What is soot 
Soot particles at high temperature environment become incandescent and start emitting. In 
fact, soot is responsible for the large emission and, due to this important property, soot is desired 
when high heat transmission radiation coefficient is needed. Hence, laser induced incandescence has 
been used as system to detect particles in combustion environment (Shaddix and Smyth, 1996, 
Shaddix et al., 1994). However in the beginning soot was studied taking sample from deposited 
material or, similarly, directly from the flame, eventually extracting it in solvents (Haynes and Wagner 
Gg, 1981). Measurements were conducted by using microscopy techniques or mass spectrometry on 
sampled material and by measuring absorption and scattering properties by in situ measurement 
(Richter and Howard, 2000a)  These techniques have been used since the first 1960’s  whereas 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), differential mobility analysis (DMA), size exclusion chromatography (SEC) have 
recently given more information on mean size, size distribution, morphology and internal structure of 
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soot particles. Moreover gravimetric and elemental analysis give quantitative information about total 
production and composition of soot in flame (D'Anna, 2009, Bockhorn, 2007).  
Looking at the results obtained with these techniques in a wide range of combustion 
conditions, it is possible to better define soot characteristics.  
Soot can be defined as a mix of large single particles and aggregates of particles composed 
prevalently by large aromatic carbon compounds. Structure of soot was originally compared to 
structure of graphite due to the turbostratic disposition of the aromatic plane within the particles. 
Other principal constituents are hydrogen and oxygen; occasionally soot may contain sulfur or 
nitrogen, especially if these were present within the fuel composition. Hydrogen atoms are generally 
found to be up to 30% of the carbon ones. They can be responsible for the incomplete aromatization 
of aromatic compounds and the introduction of defects within the structure with respect to graphitic 
one. Primary, or single particles, can go from 20nm to 40nm whereas aggregates can reach size as 
large as 200nm. Equivalent mass measured range from 106 to 1010u. Internal arrangement of the 
structure depends from fuel nature and temperature history. Interdistance between planes in the 
turbostratic structure and medium size of these planes have been investigated and vales have found 
to rely within a narrow range. Mature soot particles can exhibit a plane interdistance of 0.35nm with 
an average size of length of the aromatic islands around 1nm. These values can reach 0.5nm for the 
interdistance and below 1nm for the aromatic island. Due to chemical composition and morphological 
arrangement, soot is not soluble in water and in main organic solvents. One of the possible definitions 
of soot is based on this property. However some stable suspensions used to analyze soot with ex-situ 
techniques have been made using N- methylpyrrolidone. Recently an analysis of soot surface has 
evidenced the presence of aliphatic more than in the core of the particles. However, these studies are 
still ongoing and conclusions are still under debate. 
 
5.2. What are nanoparticles 
Nanoparticles can be defined as a class of compounds within carbonaceous material produced 
in combustion. However this and other definitions normally try to fit these new compounds in some 
previous categories, giving place to misunderstandings and incomprehension. Perhaps there is no 
need to strictly define these nanoparticles; a definition based on more than one physical 
characteristic would be more reliable (Bockhorn, 2007, D'Anna, 2009). Large part of the information 
presented here can be found in the proceeding of the last round table on combustion formed 
particles (Bockhorn, 2007) 
The upper limit in terms of size for nanoparticles is given by soot definition. The lower limit is 
less obvious and some misunderstanding could be encountered. In fact, as stated in other sections, 
large aromatic compounds, which come from incomplete combustion of hydrocarbons, can keep 
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growing, forming macromolecules. These macromolecules, which can further grow becoming soot 
particles, have ideally intermediate properties respect soot and gas phase compounds. Extraction in 
organic solvent from deposited carbonaceous material led to the identification of some compounds, 
which were not similar to large soot aggregates but, at same time, were significantly larger than small 
gas phase PAHs. However, the condensed phase nature, typical of nanoparticles, was still far to be 
demonstrated. First detection of these particles was probably due to optical techniques. Successively 
laser induce emission, differential mobility analysis and atomic force microscopy have given proof of 
existence of nanoparticles. Gravimetric and elemental analyses conducted on soluble material have 
given other important information on nanoparticle formation and features. 
Nanoparticles are UV absorbent species which exhibit small scattering signal. Nanoparticles 
generally emit giving a fluorescence signal, if excited with a laser source. Wavelength peaks in 
fluorescence signal can be correlated to the extension of the aromatic islands within the particles. A 
signal typical also of gas phase PAHs , which are the constituent of nanoparticles has been detected. 
Moreover nanoparticles exhibit an H/C molar ratio typical of small gas phase PAHs. 
Despite of these similarities with gas phase compounds some differences have been 
individuated. Analysis of quantum yield has evidenced the condensed phase nature of nanoparticles. 
Nanoparticles do not exhibit a solid state character typical of soot particles. However, recent studies 
have confirmed that particles as small as 1.5nm has a condensed phase feature with some viscoelastic 
properties. This behavior has induced the scientific community to define these particles as liquid-like 
compounds. Their size goes from near-molecular range (below 1nm) up to 4nm. Coagulation 
efficiency for nanoparticles has been also evaluated. Coagulation efficiency has been found to be size-
dependent and temperature dependent, driven by potential attraction based on van der Waal 
interaction. Isolated nanoparticles with larger diameters are quite hard to be found, due to their rapid 
coagulation toward soot particles. Structural organization of nanoparticles looks like a large polymer 
or macromolecule with internal interactions, which hold together the constituents compounds. In 
dependence on combustion conditions and temperature history nanoparticles can reach relatively 
extreme features some high level of organization or low H/C molar ratio making them more similar to 




6. Experimental characterization of 
particles in flames 
6.1. In situ characterization: Optical techniques 
In situ measurements are in principle a non-intrusive technique. This allows to better analyze 
the feature and the production process of particles in flames. These techniques are based on the 
interaction of the light with particles, which give difference signals. Correlation of detected signals 
with particle characteristics results quite hard, especially due to the presence of wide moiety of 
emitting species in flame environment. Moreover in some cases also these techniques can introduce 
perturbation in the system, making conclusions harder to be drawn. However, nowadays optical 
techniques are largely used for detection of large molecular weight species and particles in flame, 
although new aspects and fields of appliance are still under investigation. 
Hereafter some of the most used optical techniques will be described. Further description can 
be found in literature. Innovative aspects of some of these techniques developed during this research 
period will be also presented in this chapter. 
6.1.1. Optical techniques: a brief introduction 
Laser Induced Emission (LIE) is a particular case of the general phenomenon of stimulated 
emission. In this case the emission comes after an incident light generated by a laser source (Light 
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation). The high coherence and purity of laser light makes 
easier the identification of the signals and the correlation between signals and structure. 
Light absorption 
The ability of a mean of absorbing a radiation depends on many factors; firstly it depends on 
nuclear and electronic constitution of atoms and molecules of the mean, on the wavelength of the 
incident radiation, on the absorbing substance thickness and on the intensive variables which set the 
aggregation state of the mean (temperature and concentration particularly).  
If a homogeneous mean is considered and it is defined the intensity of an incident 
monochromatic radiation with I0(λ) - intensity of the sample ray, the emerging radiation intensity I(λ) - 
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where Kext is the extinction coefficient, which counts both absorption and elastic light 
scattering of light, and L is the optic path of the light. The extinction coefficient is the result of an 
absorption coefficient and a diffusion coefficient sum: 
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Figure 6.1 Schematization of scattering and absorbing phenomena of a particle cloud. 
 
Generally, with the wavelength of maximum absorption λmax, another variable is reported, the 
molar absorptivity ε (defined also as molar extinction coefficient). Molar absorptivity is the 
proportional constant between Kabs and the molar concentration of the sample ray, which is: 
 




In this way the concentration contribution and the incident wavelength contribution are 
separated. Equation 6.3 is subjected to a great number of exceptions because the linearity between 
molar extinction coefficient and molar concentration does not take count the interaction phenomena. 
These occur both in very concentrated solutions (solute-solute interaction, dimerization, etc.) and in 
very diluted solutions (solvent-solute interactions). On the contrary, the Lambert-Beer law in its 
differential form set a linear dependence between the incident light intensity and the absorbed light 
intensity.  
Nevertheless is useful to remember that in the absorption an important rule of organic 
chemistry takes place: the higher is the number of multiple conjugated bonds present in a compound, 
the higher is the wavelength of radiations absorbed by the compound. 
 
Scattering 
The first of the possible emissions due to the presence of compounds in a volume of gas 
excited by a laser light is the scattering signal. This phenomenon is due to the reflection of the light 
mostly generated in casual direction. When a particle is struck by a beam of light, the quantity and 
the angular distribution of the particle scattered light, like the absorbed light rate, depend on the 
polarization state, frequency and wavelength of the incident light ray and on the nature of the 
particle, i.e. on its shape, dimension, space position and on substances which constitute the particle 
(Charalampopoulos, 1992, Sorensen, 2001).  
The particle light scattering phenomenon can be explained by supposing the particle divided in 
a lot of small zones, in which the incident electromagnetic field will induce a dipole momentum. In 
elastic scattering case these dipoles oscillate all at the same frequency of the applied field, but with 
different directions. The result is the quenching of the primary electromagnetic field and an 
electromagnetic radiation generation which has the same wavelength of the primary radiation, 
scattered in all directions. The exact solution of Maxwell equations is possible only for a spherical 
particle and the deriving theory is called Lorentz-Mie theory. A rounded solution, due to Rayleigh, for 
anisotropic small particles is available but their dimensions should be small compared with the 
radiation wavelength.  
If in the process the total kinetic energy and momentum are preserved, it will talk about 
elastic scattering; on the other hand, it will have anelastic scattering if only the momentum is 
preserved.  
When light is scattered from an atom or molecule, most photons are elastically scattered 
(Rayleigh or elastic scattering), such that the scattered photons have the same energy (frequency) 
and wavelength as the incident photons. However, a small fraction of the scattered light is scattered 
by an excitation having a frequency different from, and usually lower, than the frequency of the 
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incident photons (anelastic scattering). In a gas, Raman scattering can occur with a change in 
vibrational, rotational or electronic energy of a molecule. 
The polarization of the emitted light is generally casually oriented. However, it is possible to 
collect just the signal of emitting light with a certain polarization. This procedure, in particular the 
choice to have vertical polarization for both incident and collected light, has been developed to avoid 
the effect of angle of incident light on scattering signal and, thus, better analyze the information 
gained. In fact, in this case the signal is not depending from the angle but jus on the properties of the 
particles and the sixth power of the diameter. This means that the signal results quite dependent by 
the size. As example, a hypothetic mixture of large and small particles would scatter the light in very 
similar way to a volume which contains only large ones.  
 
LIF 
In the phenomenon of the fluorescence a molecular electron is collided with an 
electromagnetic wave of the ultraviolet radiation. In absorbing the energy of the radiation, it moves 
upon an outer orbital, but the excessive vibrational energy suddenly acquired by the molecule is 
scattered in a very short time (about 10-10 ‒ 10-7 seconds) in the environment, leaving the electron in 
a particular unstable state from which it will return in the previous position, by emitting a photon. In 
figure 6.2 the two curves represent the energy of the electron as function of the distance from the 
nucleus, while the horizontal line into the curves are the vibrational energetic levels of the orbital. An 
electron situated in the first vibrational level of the ground state orbital has been struck by an 
electromagnetic radiation and it absorbs the energy of the latter thanks to which it is pushed on an 
outer orbital, on a higher vibrational level; then it lose energy until it reaches the lower vibrational 
level.  
This is, however, an unstable state, so the electron falls back to the starting orbital, the ground 
state one, emitting an electromagnetic wave belonging to the ultraviolet if the energetic transition is 
high, or belonging to the blue-green in the visible if the energetic transition is held down (the 
wavelength of the radiation is lower as the energetic transition is higher). Generally, the emitted 
radiation has a lower energy, that is a lower frequency, than the incident radiation since the 
fluorescence phenomenon has origin in the falling of the electron from the lower vibrational level of 
the first excited electronic state to one of the vibrational levels of the ground state, so the 





Figure 6.2 Fluorescence phenomenon 
 
LII 
Laser induced incandescence consists in bringing particles, presents in the measurement 
volume, to very high temperature by the absorption of a pulsed laser beam, and in detecting the 
emitted thermal radiation. The difference between incandescence, fluorescence and 
phosphorescence is that the last two are radiations emitted by the molecules due to electronic states 
variations of the electrons, while the incandescence is due to a kinetic and vibrational energies 
variation of the molecule itself. Thanks to the absorbed laser energy, the particles in the flame 
vaporize (at a temperature of about 4000 K), and they emit a blackbody radiation greater than the 
natural brightness of the flame (Schulz et al., 2006).  
In the reality any material body behaves as a blackbody exactly (since a blackbody can absorb 
every electromagnetic radiation that strikes it), even if some bodies, like the black carbon (BC), can 
absorb some spectrum zones radiations at all. The name blackbody is due to Kirchhoff which began, 
during his researches on the thermal emission, a study about its properties. Lummer and Kurlbaum 
realized a device which can behave like a blackbody: it is a hollow body, of any shape, with the wall 
being dull to radiations and internal covered with black carbon; a small hole is made on it and 
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radiations that pass through the hole penetrate in the body and are completely absorbed by inner 
walls after a series of reflections.  
As the laser pulse ends, the particle temperature quickly decreases and, whit it, the 
vaporization rate exponentially. An excess heat emission in the form of convective, conductive and 
radiative fluxes is observed. The heat radiative flux is represented by the very well-known Stefan-
Boltzmann law: 
     (6.4) 
which represents the heat amount emitted per time and surface units from a blackbody, 
where σ is 1 355•10-12  cal•sec-1•cm-2•K-4 . 
The Stefan-Boltzmann law can be obtained by integration from Planck distribution law, which 
says that a blackbody brought to a temperature T emits an energy radiative flux  qb λ  dλ (blackbody 
radiation) in the range [λ  λ+d λ] which is a function of the only temperature: 
    (6.5) 
where c is the light velocity in vacuum, h is the Planck constant and K is the Boltzmann 
constant. 
The Planck distribution law calculates the energy emission value in function of the wavelength, 
with the maximum that shifts to higher frequencies (lower wavelengths) as the temperature 
increases, following the Wien shifting law: 





Figure 6.3  Planck’s blackbody emission curves, evaluated at different temperatures 
 
6.1.2. Spectral analysis 
Spectral analysis is one the first techniques applied to combustion formed pollutant detection. 
The technique is widely tested and many of the conclusions presented in the first part have been 
drawn from results obtained with these. Hereafter a brief overview of the main results of the spectral 
analysis in flames is reported.  
Correlation between wavelength and structure 
As explained before, both light absorption and emission are strictly connected to the structure 
of investigated species. However, in the case of combustion generated species the high number of 
compounds, present at same time and giving similar light response, makes quite hard to distinguish 
the single contribute to the collected signals. Instead, it is possible to analyze the material present in 
flame as classes of compounds. The differences would not be recognized looking at the single peaks in 
the collected spectra but at the macro-differences between two signals.  
As example, it is possible to compare the LIF signal collected for a single PAH in solution and 
the LIF signal collected in a zone of the flame with high concentration of PAHs and nanoparticles. In 
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the case of pure compounds, the spectrum is generally localized in the UV region and many 
structured bands are quite visible, whereas a broadband non structured fluorescence is collected in 
the flame case. 
Starting from the analysis of single PAHs usually present in flame conditions some general 
considerations can be drawn. Very small PAHs, such as Naphthalene and Acenaphtene, exhibit a LIF 
and absorption signal concentrated in the UV region. As the molecular weight increases signals 
undergo to the so-called redshift, i.e. the emissions and absorption signals are localized generally at 
longer wavelength (Vander Wal, 1996b). Similarly a broadband of fluorescence peaked in the UV can 
be associated to a structure constituted by very small PAHs. When larger wavelength signals are 
collected one of the possible explanations is that the mean size of aromatic islands is increased 
(Minutolo et al., 1996, D'Alessio et al., 1992, D'Anna et al., 1994, Ciajolo et al., 2001c, Ciajolo et al., 
2001b, Ciajolo et al., 2001a). However enlargement of aromatic island is not the only responsible for 
the redshift within the structure; also a change on the morphology and internal structure can induce 
this phenomenon (D'Anna et al., 2009). In fact, signals detected with a mean wavelength larger than 
450nm are hardly to be assigned to very large PAHs, since the correspondent mean size of PAHs 
would be larger than coronene and thus assigned to species not widely present in flame. Signals 
detected at wavelength even larger, i.e. 500nm and more, are generally associated to incandescence 
signal and thus to very large particles. Absorption signal results quite similar to emission described 
above. In fact, nanoparticles, generally formed by small UV-emitting PAHs, results also visible 
transparent compounds. On the other hand, large particles or more graphitized structures undergo 
the redshift becoming absorbent in the visible region (Minutolo et al., 1996, D'Alessio et al., 1992). 
These tools resulted fundamental in the first understanding of the nanoparticle nature and 
their different features with respect to soot particles. Nowadays they represent a valid and easy 
technique possible to be applied also to real combustion systems. 
However, scientific community is now more interested to gain information about the internal 
organization at atomic scale of nanoparticles. Optical techniques need to develop new instruments to 
be able to give this information. Time resolved laser induced emissions raised as a possible way to fill 
this gap. 
 
6.1.3. Time resolved Laser induced emission 
Time-resolved analysis of light emission can be a useful technique to gain information about 
particles features in flame conditions. TRFPA (time resolved fluorescence polarization anisotropy) and 
time-resolved laser induced fluorescence are the most promising fields of development of these 
techniques. Hereafter TRLIF is larger descripted due to its use in particle detection during this thesis 




Differently from TRFPA, TRLIF refers to a single fluorescence signal collected in flames despite 
of the depolarization ratio (Bruno et al., 2007). Laser induced fluorescence after the excitation due to 
the laser beam raises up to a maximum value decaying in intensity within a certain time. TRLIF links 
this decay time to the structure of the fluorescing species. This is quite new technique and, thus, it is 
probably not possible to give exact absolute values, valid for all the structures present in flames. 
However it can give remarkable results if used in comparison between two zones of the flame or two 
compounds in similar environment conditions. The definition of laser induced fluorescence 
phenomenon is based on the assumption that radiative phenomena are in competition with other 
non radiative ones. These non radiative phenomena can be due to presence of other compounds that 
dissipate through collisions the energy absorbed, quenching the emission signal. Similarly these non 
radiative phenomena are linked with an internal dissipation of energy. This latter appears more 
interesting due to intimate link between possible internal energy dissipation and structure. In fact, 
roto-vibrational degrees of freedom of the structures are the main responsible for this conversion. In 
other words, the excited species dissipate the excess of energy vibrating and not reemitting the light 
through fluorescence phenomenon. This mechanism is well described and known in literature. In 
order to measure the natural fluorescence lifetime of pure species, very often samples are prepared 
in absence of external quenching molecules and cooled down to tens of Kelvin degrees, to avoid non 
radiative effects. In flame, the presence of oxygen, which is one of the most effective quenching 
molecules, the high temperature environment, which increases the vibrational pathways, and the 
possible aliphatic links present within nanoparticle structures, which introduce degrees of freedom, 
strongly favor the non-radiative pathways, reducing the fluorescence lifetime to few nanoseconds. 
However, in some conditions, where oxygen is not present, temperature is significant lower and 
inception pathways form more packed structures, the radiative pathway is enhanced and 
fluorescence lifetime results as long as tens of nanoseconds, comparable with natural lifetime of 
fluorescing species. 
These simple considerations have been applied to study level of organization of incipient 
nanoparticles formed in different conditions within a diffusion flame. Results are supporting the 
validity of conclusions and are confirmed also by other experimental techniques and modeling results, 
making this new tool reliable and promising for future studies. 
 





Figure 6.4 Laser induced emission experimental apparatus 
 
Figure 6.4 reports a sketch of the experimental apparatus used for optical measurements 
during this thesis work. The apparatus was mainly constituted by a source of light with specific 
characteristic, which in this case was the fourth harmonic of a ND-YAG pulsed laser (266nm); the 
sampling system was an ICCD camera for the spectral measurements or, alternatively, a 
Monochromator coupled with PhotoMultiplier Tube (PMT) and an oscilloscope for time resolved 
emissions; a delay generator, which was used to trigger the detection system with the laser pulse; the 
investigated reactor, indicated as the sample in the figure, which was a premixed or a diffusion flame.  
Generally, in order to detect particles which cannot be defined as soot, Laser Induced 
Fluorescence is more suitable. Figure 6.5 (top panel) reports a typical spectral profile of the LIE signal 
as measured in an opposed-flow diffusion flame (D'Anna et al., 2009), which can be taken as example 
of spectra collected in flames. The spectrum shows the scattering signal at 266nm, a broad 
fluorescence emission in the region between 290nm and 500nm with two distinct maxima in the 
spectral regions 300-350nm and 400-500nm, and a continuum due to the incandescence emission of 
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solid particles which maximizes at longer wavelengths. A more detailed analysis evidences that 
fluorescence emission can be considered as combination of four main contributions. In fact, the 
spectrum acquired after 100nm from the laser pulse reported in the lower panel of Fig. 6.5, clearly 
shows two distinct delayed fluorescence maxima at 340nm and 390nm.  
 
Figure 6.5 Laser induced emission spectra collected at 3.5 mm from fuel jet nozzle, 
synchronized signal (t=0ns, top) and delayed signal (t=100ns, down). The four Gaussian-shaped and 
black body radiation utilized for the spectral deconvolution are reported as thin solid lines. Their sum 
is reported as dashed line (D'Anna et al., 2009). 
 
In order to isolate contributes of each fluorescence emission band, a deconvolution procedure 
of the fluorescence signals was operated. A combination of four Gaussian-shaped curves was used; 
more specifically, two curves fit the UV spectral region with maximum located at 310nm and 340nm, 
respectively, and other two curves, with maximum at 390nm and 440nm, fit the visible region of the 
spectrum. Maximum positions and widths at half maximum of these bands were maintained constant 
to fit the emission signals detected along the flame. Changing the type of the curve used for the 
























































The scattering signal at 266nm, together with the second order at 532nm, was also fitted by 
two Gaussian-shaped curves. Finally, the continuum in the visible was fitted by black-body radiation 
at 4000K, according to literature data (Schraml et al., 2000), matching the measured emission 
intensity values at 550nm. Although particle temperature is not known, below 500nm the black-body 
spectrum slightly changes with particle temperature, little affecting only the 440nm fluorescence 
signal. Therefore, the uncertainty on the 440nm band is of about 5% whether 4000K or 3500K is used.  
For the time resolved LIE measurements the signals were collected by the ICCD camera, which 
had a fast shuttering system, delaying the opening time of the gate from the beginning of the laser 
pulse up to 10ns. The ICCD exposure time was fixed at 200ns. The intensity of the signals with the 
opening time of the gate fixed at t*, is the integral from t* to t* + 200ns. Figure 6.6 schematizes the 
signal acquisition procedure. It is worth noting that the signal after 200ns is practically negligible.  
 
Figure 6.6 Typical emission signal collected by monochromator with oscilloscope (solid line) and by 
ICCD (shaded areas). Laser pulse measured at 266nm is reported as dashed line. 
 
Signals were acquired up to a delay time of 100ns; steps of 1ns were used up to 10ns of delay 
time and steps of 5ns up to 100ns of delay time. Since the laser pulse is relatively long (8ns), the total 
acquired signal IT results to be the convolution of the laser pulse IL and the emission signal IE:  
ELT III     (6.7) 
Figure 6.6 shows the contribute of laser pulse to the total signal as a dashed line. A 
deconvolution of the temporally resolved signal was operated with the aim of obtaining the actual 
emission signal.  

















    (6.8) 
was calculated from the signal collected with the ICCD camera.  
In order to have a better temporal resolution, and to confirm the results obtained with the 
spectral resolved procedure, selected measurements were performed with a monochromator 
coupled with a photomultiplier tube. Such optical set-up allowed to detect a narrow range of 
wavelengths with fast response and high sensitivity. A Tektronix TDS 500C Digitizing Oscilloscope, 
with temporal resolution down to picoseconds, was used to acquire signals. The acquisition set-up is 
similar to that used in the literature to study time-resolved laser induced emissions (Bruno et al., 
2005). After the deconvolution procedure (eq.2) to take into account for the laser pulse interference, 











    (6.9) 
Although the literature suggests a multi-exponential behavior for fluorescence decay (Ossler 
et al., 2001b, Ossler et al., 2001a), a single exponential has been found to be satisfying in all examined 
cases; its decay constant gives the fluorescence decay time, typical of the fluorescing species. It is 
worth noting that by using a single exponential the two characteristics times of fluorescence decay 
obtained with the monochromator set-up and with the ICCD camera set-up, i.e. F  and 
'
F  , are 
numerically coincident.  
The results obtained with the oscilloscope confirm the ICCD measurements particularly for 
long living signals (>5ns). For short decay times (<5 ns), oscilloscope measurements result more 
reliable. Overall, the comparison generally confirms the possibility of using the ICCD camera to obtain 
information on time resolved signals at least for longer lifetimes. In this sense, the use of ICCD to 
evaluate decay times results easier and allows to perform both spectral and time-resolved 
measurements with a single experimental procedure. 
 
6.3. Ex situ characterization: Differential mobility 
analysis 
Even if the non-intrusive techniques give the best reliability, in some cases a sampling 
procedure is necessary to use some advanced systems of measure which give more information about 
particles. Differential mobility analysis is just of the possible detection systems that can be used to 
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obtain information about particle size distribution function. However after almost ten years of 
research, it is well established technique that can be reliably used for this kind of studies. 
 
6.3.1. Brief description of DMA 
Differential mobility analyzer, or DMA, is a detection system based on two simple principles: 
separation of particles forming a mono-disperse aerosol and counting of particles present in this 
aerosol.  
Separation system is based on the mobility of the particles within an electric field. It means 
that this system is generally composed by a charger to provide a well-known steady-state level of 
charge for particles and an electrostatic classifier. The charger can be a unipolar charger, furnishing a 
positive charge to the particles, or a bipolar-neutralizer charger. The latter furnishes a steady state 
level of charge to the particle which is in agreement with Fucks theory for this phenomenon (Alonso 
et al., 1997b). This allows to determine the distribution of charge and taking it into account for further 
considerations.  
Electrostatic classifier can be found in different geometry. However for sake of simplicity here 
will be referred to cylindrical geometry which is the one used in the present study. In this 
configuration an electric field is generated between two coassial steel cylinders. This electric field 
which is radially oriented acts on charged particles that flow trough. Charged particles change their 
trajectory according to laws of interaction between charges and electric field. The move of the 
particles is strongly dependent from the electrical mobility diameter, which is mostly equal to the 
aerodynamic diameter. With an opportune opening at the end of the cylinders and by varying the 
electric field applied it is possible to obtain from a poly-disperse aerosol many different mono-









    (6.10) 
 
The mono-disperse aerosol is then sent to the particle counter, which gives the number of 
particles per volume. The particle size distribution function can be reconstructed by analysis of single 
mono-disperse aerosols. 
The counting systems can be a Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) (McMurry, 2000), or by an 
Electrometer (Flagan, 1998), in the case of the EMS. The first one is based on optical counting of the 
particles the second one is substantially a very sensitive ampere-meter which measures the current 
associated to the aerosol. CPC counts the particles after they pass through a chamber in which a 
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supersaturated atmosphere of a volatile alcohol, generally butanol, is created in order to let particles 
grow and thus more easily be counted. Obviously this system depends in some way from the type of 
particles, the level of supersaturating and the way particles grow; however it has been demonstrated 
to be quite reliable for a wide range of conditions. On the other hand, electrometer can suffer of 
some errors due multiple charge counting and moreover it has a higher lower limit of detection with 
respect to CPC due to very low current associated to nanoparticles. Generally CPC is able to count 
very low concentration, down to few particles per cubic centimeter, whereas for particles as small as 
2nm electrometer needs a concentration of 106 particles/cm3 to give reliable results. 
 
6.3.2. Sampling systems 
Beside on instrument errors, lot of attention has to be paid to the errors due to sampling 
system. It is something common to all off-line technique due their perturbative nature. However 
many adjustments are possible in order to minimize the sampling effect on the sampled material. The 
possible artifacts rely generally in two points: the perturbation on the flame and the effect on the 
material within the probe. The first one is almost impossible to avoid, since the insertion of a 
sampling system in the flame cause somewhat perturbation. However the perturbation can be 
minimized by reducing the size of the probe. Moreover it is possible to take into account and evaluate 
the perturbation of the probe with a modeling attempt. Through years many different probes have 
been tested in order to understand which is the most suitable (Zhao et al., 2003, Abid et al., 2008, 
Abid et al., 2009, Maricq et al., 2003, Kasper et al., 1997). The horizontal probe although causes a 
large perturbation of the local temperature (De Filippo et al., 2009, Abid et al., 2009) is very useful to 
prevent artifact within the sampling line. In fact, as described below, this kind of probe allow to have 
a dilution ratio up to 10000 and thus instantaneously freeze the sample volume, preventing undesired 
reactions. The short residence time and high dilution also allow to have no change in particle size 
distribution along the line preserving the original shape present in flame.  
 
6.4. Differential mobility analysis – Experimental 
apparatus 
In this chapter a description of the experimental apparatus used for the DMA analysis will be 
given. 
6.4.1. TAPCON 3/150 - Vienna type DMA 
The tapcon EMS was the last development of the previous version distributed by the Aerosol 
Measurement Division of Hauke  also known as Wien Type DMA or “Vienna” DMA in the literature  
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The EMS was equipped with a bipolar radioactive (Am-241) diffusion charger (Winklmayr et al., 1991) 
and a DMA 3/150, characterized by a superior flow profile to furnish a clean size separation, low 
diffusional losses and, in principle, a wide range of applicable aerosol (1-10 L/min) and sheath gas 
flows (10-50 L/min) depending on the critical orifices in the flow control unit. With the aerosol flow at 
5L/min and the sheath flow at 50 L/min, the particle size regions achieved by the instrument were 
0.6-28 nm and 2-100 nm with high voltage respectively at 1250 V and at 12500 V. The highly stable 
gas flows were assured by critical orifices rather than electronic mass flow controlling devices. The 
classified particles were measured by a Faraday Cup Electrometer (FCE-08) and the EMSSYS operating 
software converted the measurement data to the size distributions and displayed on-line, besides 
controlling the different hardware components of the EMS system. The size distributions were 
calculated as dN/dlnD, including the size dependent charging probability in air for single charge and a 
correction function reflecting the slip correction and the instrument resolution (transfer function). 
Correction for instrument losses was not included and impactor was not used. Table 6.1 reports 
details of the used instrument. 
 




Am-241  t1/2 = 458 6 years  3 24 mCi  α-
radiation 
Classifier L=109mm, R1=25mm, R2=33mm (DMA 
3/150) 
Flow rates Qa= 5 lpm, Qsheath= 50 lpm 




Scan time 170s 
Table 6.1: Tapcon DMA features 
 
6.4.2. Horizontal probe 
Ideally, in order to study the flame-generated particles as they exist and evolve unperturbed in 
the flame, it is necessary to use a sample device able to immediate dilute, quench and transport the 
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sampled aerosol to the analyzer in a way that preserve the salient features of the nanoparticles, thus 
effectively and systematically eliminating particle-particle coagulation processes, diffusive wall losses, 
thermophoresis and condensation. Such a system does not yet exist but, over the years, very efficient 
sampling devices have been designed and experimentally tested to reduce and minimize sampling 
artifacts. In 1997, Kasper (Kasper et al., 1997) developed an in situ sampling probe for flames, made 
of a straight stainless tube with a small orifice for sample intake. The probe was placed horizontally 
above the burner and the flame gas sample was rapidly diluted by nitrogen gas in the probe, with the 
main purposes to quench chemical reaction, prevent the particles from coagulating or growing 
through condensation, and therefore avoid alteration of particle size distribution during the sampling 
process (Figure 6.7). Compared to the quartz microprobes used in the past, the advantage of this 
probe was the possibility to sample for enough time without suffering too much from the soot 
clogging of the orifice. In 2003 two independent studies by Maricq et al. and Zhao et al. furnished 
further experimental information to characterize a sample probe similar to that of Kasper 
 
 
Figure 6.7: Sampling device for a diffusion flame, adapted from Kasper et al (1997) 
 
The pinhole (diameter=0.8mm) was positioned along the centerline of the flame, facing 
downward toward the burner surface. The pinhole size yielded large dilution ratios (DR> 10000), 
immediately after the flame sample enters the probe. This nitrogen flow is 3-4 orders of magnitude 
greater than the flame sample in order to avoid the high concentration of particles and to prevent 
particle-particle coagulation and study flame-generated particles as they exist in the flame . The 
absence of coagulation is guaranteed in the moment in which the size distribution is almost constant, 
even if the dilution ratio changes: this particular condition is named Critical dilution. It is clear that the 
time of residence of the sample into the probe will be shorter both when the cooling gas velocity will 
be higher and when the sampling line length will be shorter; so doing the possibility of coagulation 
will be lower. 
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The residence time into the DMA does not depend on the dilution flow because the inner flow 
of DMA is necessarily constant that is 5 l/min, and for this reason the DMA residence time is always 
2.13s. 
The Reynolds number, relative to the pinhole inner flow depends on the flame velocity. It is 
possible to calculate the entrance flow value (the required length so that the flow becomes 
stationary): 
dLe  Re06.0      (6.10) 
where Le is the entrance flow, Re is the Reynolds Number and d is the pinhole diameter. So 
the total residence time is a function both of the sampling flow and of the dilution flow. 
Particles smaller than 20 nm are lost to the surfaces mainly by diffusion. Equations exist to 
calculate these losses in laminar and turbulent flows in tubes. These calculations assume that every 
collision of a particle with a surface results in a particle loss, which agrees with experimental 
observation for NaCl particles as small as 2nm at room temperature (Alonso et al., 1997a). For laminar 
flows, the particle penetration, P, defined as the number concentration of particles exiting the tube 
length, L, can be calculated using the classical formulas expressed as the sum of the first terms of a 
series: 
 (6.11) 
     (6.12) 
where ζ=πDL/Q , D is the particle diffusion coefficient and Q the aerosol volumetric flow rate 
through the tube (Alonso et al., 1997a).The pinhole can be considered like a pipe (d=0.8 mm and L=1 
mm) thanks to the ζ parameter it is possible calculate the amount of particle losses for each sample 
flow. It is easy to understand that the losses decrease both when the sample flow increase and when 
the pinhole dimension increases. In the same way it is possible to calculate the losses in the probes. 
There are also some losses in the DMA (in particular into the ionizer and the electrostatic 
classifier) but, for the moment, no calculation is possible yet because of considerable geometric 
complexity. 
For turbulent flows, the particle penetration can be estimated by the following equation  
     (6.13) 
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where Vdep is the deposition velocity, Din the inner diameter of the tube and U is the average 
velocity of the aerosol. 
Estimated particle losses with Equation (6.13) in the turbulent flow of the sample line after 
dilution can be considered negligible (Zhao et al., 2003) or insignificant compared to those in the 
orifice (Sgro et al., 2009), where the flow is laminar and calculated with Equation (6.11) and (6.12). 
However, the analysis of particle losses in the orifice requires further comments. The temperature of 
flame products entering the probe orifice was estimated as Torifice =1000 ± 250K, where the large 
uncertainty depends on the fact that the temperature profile is steeper within 2mm ahead of the 
probe. Then, the observation that flame generated particles smaller than 5 nm, at least at high 
temperature, adhere to surfaces less than larger particles even when they are in higher concentration 
at flame temperatures suggests that while their mobility is higher, they may escape collisions with 
surfaces by thermal rebound (D'Alessio et al., 2005). Therefore, the effect of particle rebound has 
been taken into account considering that the number of collisions with the walls producing losses of 
particles is equal to the number of collision multiplied by the particle sticking efficiency  γSD, evaluated 
by the interaction potential of particle with orifice walls, similarly to the interaction with mica disk as 
discussed in (D'Alessio et al., 2005) which depends on particle size, temperature and chemical 
composition.  
Figure 6.8 shows the estimated particle penetration in the orifice used to correct the size 
distributions measured by the DMA for particle losses. Assuming 1000 K as the temperature of the 
orifice  penetration was calculated in two ways: P1  assuming no thermal rebound (γSD=1), andP2, 
accounting for a size-dependent sticking efficiency during particle-wall collisions (γSD). 
The minimum in the penetration curve calculated with γSD occurs because particle mobility 
(and so the number of collisions with the walls) increases while the sticking efficiency (or number of 




Figure 6.8: particle penetration inside the orifice calculated assuming no thermal rebound 
P1(γ=1)and assuming a si e dependent sticking efficiency P2 (γSD) 
Particle losses were estimated ~67% for 2nm particles and ~41% for 5nm particles. Horizontal 
axis refers to the real or actual particle diameter. Indeed, the presence of particles rebound during 
penetration of nano-sized particles in laminar flow through tubes is still under debate (Alonso et al., 
1997a). In any case, in the size range below 3 nm, the size distributions corrected for losses assuming 
γSD will be only marginally different in shape from the uncorrected size distributions. 
In contrast  corrections assuming no thermal rebound (γ=1) would produce a dramatic change 
of the size distribution which would become a tail of a distribution that is below the lower size 
detection limit of the classifier. 
Finally electrostatic losses were minimized by keeping all of the sampling lines in contact with 
particles conductive and at the same potential. Instead, due to the lack of knowledge about the 
thermal gradients across the probe orifice, it was difficult to quantify thermophoresis losses and they 
were not considered. However, since the thermal gradient between the probe wall and the sampled 
gas, at least at the orifice inlet, seems to be minimal, and, assuming that this remains constant as the 





7. Modeling aspects 
In this chapter details of modeling attempts of particle formation prediction will be presented. 
Starting with a short comment on gas phase kinetic, its role and main challenges, a brief overview on 
different approaches for particle modeling will be furnished. After that, the attention will be paid to 
the sectional method which has been developed during this work. Main features of the model will be 
presented, clearly stating the wide possibility of appliance of this model. Model will be a key step to 
understand processes and main feature of particles in flame.  
7.1. Gas phase kinetics 
As clearly stated in the Chapter 4, gas phase kinetic is of fundamental relevance for getting 
correct prediction of particle formation and growth in flame (D'Anna, 2009). Moreover incorrect gas 
phase kinetics could lead to wrong conclusion, underestimating or overestimating some reaction 
pathways.  
On the other hand, many efforts have been spent in this field in order to have a precise tool to 
apply in several conditions. Although the behavior of some reactions is still under debate in the limit 
of high and low pressure (Li et al., 2004), the atmospheric conditions are quite well managed by 
scientific community. In literature, large number of comprehensive kinetic scheme are presented 
(Sheen et al., 2009, Livermore, Ranzi et al., Frenklach et al., 2011). They all rely in a short error bar, at 
least for the major species involved in combustion process. Ethylene, methane, acetylene, benzene 
and their related radical and stable species are quite well determined in terms of formation and 
evolution during combustion conditions. However, small differences in gas phase kinetic are still 
present. During this work gas phase model designed by D’Anna has been used (D'Anna). The use of 
the same model for all the fuel and the combustion conditions is quite useful in order to discern 
which are the main pathways involved.  
Details about this mechanism can be found in literature. However, hydrocarbon oxidation and 
pyrolysis is modeled with a detailed kinetic mechanism built onto the GRI mechanism for C1 and C2 
species (Frenklach et al., 2011). In aliphatic fuel flames acetylene and methane are the most 
abundant, gaseous, unburned hydrocarbons and benzene is the first product of the molecular growth 
process (Ciajolo et al., 1994, Ciajolo et al., 1996). Benzene formation is considered to occur by the 
addition of n-C4 radicals to C2H2 (Frenklach et al., 1985) and the self-combination of propargyl 
radicals (Miller and Melius, 1992a). The sequential addition of C2H2 to phenyl radical (HACA 
mechanism) (Frenklach and Wang, 1991) and the combination of resonantly stabilized radicals, RSFR 
(Castaldi et al., 1996, Colket and Seery, 1994), are the pathways considered for the growth of 




7.2. Starting point for modeling nanoparticles 
Compounds with molecular weight larger than pyrene become very difficult to be modeled 
since their high number of isomers. Many approaches have been proposed through years. All of them 
had to face against the computing capacity. If in the beginning only one-step reaction could be used 
to model soot total amount, nowadays the improved computing capacity allows to have a lot of 
information on particles through the implementation of quite heavy codes. The next challenge will be 
probably an efficient and effective coupling between detailed kinetic and turbulence models. For gas 
phase reactions, reduction and skeleton analysis seems to be the most correct way to proceed. An 
equivalent universally accepted procedure for the reduction of code size for particle prediction has 
not been found yet, even because particle formation and growth is not completely understood 
(D'Anna, 2009).  
Chemical approaches such as ab initio calculation (Kubicki, 2006, Kubicki, 2005) and molecular 
dynamic (Schuetz and Frenklach, 2002, Herdman and Miller, 2008) has been used to simulate single 
step reaction and to understand if this step can be a key one in particle formation. However, these 
methods are far to be applied the way they are in combustion modeling. However this issue has 
stimulated the scientific community to produce some numerical tools, suitable for very easy fluid-
dynamic conditions such as laminar one-dimensional configuration, which can be useful to 
understand and predict particle feature in flames. Some methods have risen as the most efficient for 
soot prediction: method of moments, other methods on Monte Carlo approach and discrete sectional 
method based on lumped species. Both methods are the attempt to solve Smoluchowski problem 
described more the 90 year ago (Smoluchowski, 1916). Hereafter a brief description of different 
approaches is furnished; for Monte Carlo method, the hybrid approach of the AMPI code, which 
contains also molecular dynamic approach, is presented.  
7.2.1. Method of Moments and Monte Carlo approach 
Method of moments has been introduced by Frenklach in the 1985 as a possible solution to 
Smoluchowski problem (Frenklach, 1985). This method uses the moments of particles distribution 
instead of trying to get analytical or numerical solution of the Smoluchowski equation. As stated from 
the first paper about this topic the knowledge of all the moments of size distribution is equivalent to 
the knowledge of size distribution itself. Due to computational costs and feasibility in the first period 
only the first moments have been taken into account and the information gained stopped at total 
amount and particles size distribution. However, some problems were encountered. Particle size 
distribution was supposed a priori and this makes the approach less general. To overcome this 
problem a closure of the problem with interpolative method was proposed (MOMIC) (Frenklach, 
2002a). This interpolative method consisted in the determination of fractional order moments by 
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using an interpolation between whole-order moments. However this attempt was not the only tried 
to use make the method of moments more reliable. In fact in the 1996 Frenklach propose to use a 
stochastic approach (Monte Carlo) to proceed in the choice of event to be considered in particle 
evolution (Frenklach, 1996). Practically, the occurring of a certain event such as acetylene addition or 
coagulation was determined randomly on the base of probability. This method was successfully 
tested and further developed by several research groups.  
This method has been firstly used to predict the state of aggregation and differences between 
single primary particles and aggregates. Finally, the use of method of moments both with an 
interpolative closure and with a Monte Carlo approach has given the possibility to investigate also 
turbulent flames and real combustion systems due its relatively computational lightness. 
Unfortunately only recently this method has been used to gain more information on particle features 
such as chemical composition and internal structure.  
Lately the Monte Carlo approach was used in order to perform a simulation on a statistical 
relevant number of particles. These resemble of the real particle situation and thus avoid some 
closure problems that still concern the solution of method of moments. (Balthasar and Kraft, 2003, 
Balthasar et al., 2002, Violi et al., 2004) 
Incidentally, especially in the years of development of method of moments, very often this 
was compared with results coming from discrete sectional approach that was considered more 
accurate even if more effective in computational time consuming. 
 
7.2.2. MC-MD method 
Probably the most interesting develop of the Monte Carlo approach for method of moments is 
the combination with molecular dynamic. This method was born to take into account details of 
chemist of incipient particles and after that it was called Atomistic Model for Particle Inception (AMPI) 
code. The molecular dynamic calculation is performed together with Monte Carlo simulation. The 
code is able to make these two different approaches coexist. Kinetic Monte Carlo simulation generally 
ay on quite long time scale compared with molecular dynamic which takes into account time steps in 
the order of vibrational period of the molecules, i.e. picoseconds. The results are quite interesting, 
because atomistic scale of the structure, such as bonds, bond angles, and dihedral angles is 
preserved. This code has been tested in simple flame configuration and to evidence the role of single 
step, e.g. inception process, in particle formation. Moreover the use of molecular dynamic calculation 
within the code introduces an element of possible error, due to the need of expressions for potential 
of interactions. This issue has been covered in literature for similar molecules by different research 
groups; however a universal agreement on this point is still far to be achieved. This makes the AMPI 
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code at same time an interesting tool to understand particle evolution and a border line research for 
developing the code itself.  
 
7.2.3. Sectional method  
Sectional approach is one of the possible solutions to Smoluchowski problem. In fact, to solve 
the population balance problem when an analytical solution is not possible probably the first 
approach is to discretize the domain and try to get and approximate solution. The limit of this 
approach would be the use of an infinite number of sections to get the continuous solutions. In the 
first formulation the Frenklach and Kazakov (Kazakov et al., 1995) and successively developments 
simulation of aerosol dynamic was performed separately from gas phase kinetic calculation. Pope and 
Howard develop a numerical tool to fully couple the gas phase results with particle evolution (Pope 
and Howard, 1997). It uses lumped species in order to incorporate particle dynamic. Particles are 
divided in classes and each one is treated as in gas phase and elemental reaction step can be written. 
This allows to take into account lot of chemical detail of reaction steps which otherwise would be lost. 
This method allowed in the beginning to have information on total amount of soot and 
particle size distribution. It has been developed by several groups and tested in many flame 
configurations for different fuels. This wide range of appliance makes this approach one of the most 
consistent for particle prediction. However since the first attempt was proposed, in 1997, for more 
than ten years the development of the sectional method relied in the testing previous versions of the 
code in different conditions. However despite of large help in understanding particle inception and 
growth mechanisms no information about chemical composition and internal structure was give.  
Finally, a multi-sectional approach was developed, as a part of this work. Details on this 
enhanced method will be furnished further on and are already present in literature. 
 
7.3. Advanced Multi-Sectional Method description 
The Advanced Multi Sectional method for particle description in flame is the last development 
of the discrete sectional approach theori ed sin the 1980’s and fully coupled with gas phase kinetics in 
the late 1990’s   
The discretization of particles comes after the assumption that pyrene is the largest molecules 
that can be treated punctually. For larger molecular weights, the high number of compounds makes 
almost impossible the specific description of each species. The discretization implies to lose some 
details with respect to continuous approach. However, numerical tests have been conducted to avoid 
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artificial restriction due to finite number of sections. The upper and lower limit of discretizations are 
always maintained enough large to be effectively empty.  
The kinetic expression can be written in principle for each lumped species. However particles 
react in similar way, depending on some parameters, such as size, chemical composition and 
morphology. Kinetic expressions will be tailored on particle features, assuming some specific 
dependence on these parameters. If these dependences are chosen on the base of physical meanings 
their validity could be wider. This approach tries to get more general expression for particle reaction 
avoiding ad hoc kinetic rates used for matching experimental data. 
 
7.3.1. Particle size distribution 
The first discretization has been historically and also conceptually made on the molecular 
weight. In fact, looking at the total particulate matter it is possible to discern particle classes on the 
base of their mass. Assuming constant density and sphericity for these particles an equivalent 
diameter can be obtained for each class. According to this discretization, each section is defined by 
the mass. The knowledge of the amount of particles for each section means to know the total amount 
of particulate matter and the particle size distribution. This discretization was practically made by 
defining each lumped species, also called BINs, in terms of content of carbon and hydrogen atoms. In 
this first version the H/C ratio for each species was kept fixed at 0.5. However further versions of the 
model preferred to use a different H/C ratio for each particles fixed a priori on the base of 
experimental evidences. From a computational point of view, there is no difference, because in both 
cases H/C ratio is not calculated and does not give more information about particle evolution.  
Kinetic expression used for particle reactions are written on the base of similarity with gas 
phase PAHs kinetics. In fact the reaction rates are in the Arrhenius modified form, which allows to 
have a pre-exponential factor, a temperature power-law coefficient, an activation energy and a 
particle correction factor. To avoid large errors in evaluation of enthalpy and entropy coefficient for 
particles forward and backward reactions are written separately and considered both irreversible. 
Pre-exponential factor, temperature power-law coefficient and activation energy are mainly 
taken from the gas phase kinetics of naphthalene and pyrene. Only for some specific reactions typical 
of soot particles, i.e. unimolecular decomposition and its reverse reaction, an evaluation has been 
made. The particle correction factor has been considered to take into account the influence of 
particle features on reaction rate. In the first discretization this factor accounted only for the increase 
collisional section. Practically the reaction rate was dependent on the 2/3 power of the reduced mass 
of reacting species. Later also a linear dependence from the fixed equivalence ratio has been 
accounted for.  
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Finally, for each section two classes of compounds is considered the stable species and the 
correspondent radical. These species differ in composition by a single H atom. The formation of 
radicals is fundamental for the correct prediction of particle formation. However despite of large 
number of possible radical for each lumped stable species only a generic class of radicals was 
considered. Particle to particle coagulation was described as completely coalescent and particles were 
considered always spherical. A size and temperature dependent coagulation was introduced and 
became fundamental for the correct description of particle size distribution.  
Inception, i.e. gas-to-particle transition, was modeled by considering both the chemical and 
the physical pathway. Polymerization route involving stable and radical PAHs was considered to form 
the first lumped species. On the other hand stacking of pyrene was considered enough efficient to 
form stable dimers which belong to particle section.  
 
7.3.2. Chemical composition of particles 
To take into account chemical composition another discretization is needed (Sirignano et al., 
2010). In fact, experimental evidences already have suggested that particles close to molecular size 
have features very similar to large interconnected PAHs. On the other hand large soot aggregates 
exhibit a graphitized structure with very large aromatic islands. In the version of the model presented 
so far the particles were described in terms of molecular weight, or, more correctly, in terms of 
carbon atoms and H/C ratio. This latter was fixed a priori, as a constant or a function of molecular 
weight. However, in order to use the model to deep understand the particle formation process and to 
explore also unknown combustion conditions a more general model is needed. In particular, in some 
conditions, it is possible to form very small particles with chemical characteristics similar to 
graphitized soot and large aggregates in which the structure is not so packed. Model has to be able to 
predict all possible situations.  
For what stated so far and for the building process of the model schematized before, it is 
logical to devote attention to the discretization of H/C ratio. In this case the upper and the lower limit 
of this discretization are fixed by physical constraints. H/C ratio can reach 0 as bottom limit value, e.g. 
fullerene structure or similar; on the other hand H/C ratio equal to 1 represent an enough large value 
for a resemble of PAHs. Although these limits of H/C equal to 1 and 0 seems to be not realistic values 
since it is quite hard to find stable clusters of benzene (H/C = 1) or total graphitized carbon with no 
hydrogen (H/C = 0), however they are necessary to avoid numerical constriction of the scheme. Flame 
simulations have shown that these classes contain trace amounts of species and do not affect the 
results in terms of concentration, molecular mass distribution and H/C. 
With this discretization each class is now defined by carbon atoms and H/C ratio, both variable 
within a certain range of values. Fig. 7.1 reports a schematic representation of the species belonging 
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to the five H/C particle classes for the first four carbon sections (BINs 1 to 4). In this range of 
molecular weight it is still possible to find corresponding PAHs in terms of H/C ratio. Particles with 
largest H/C (0.85 < H/C < 1) are mainly clusters of benzene and of biphenyl-like compounds. The class 
of particles with mean H/C of 0.7 (0.6 < H/C < 0.85) are essentially poly-phenyls, oligomers of small 
aromatic hydrocarbons and clusters of small polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. Clusters of oligomers 
of small aromatic, pericondensed aromatic hydrocarbons and PAHs of the acene series (polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons made up by linearly fused benzenic rings) are representative of the particles 
with mean H/C ratio of 0.5 (0.35 < H/C < 0.6), whereas large molecular weight pericondensed 
aromatic hydrocarbons and their clusters belong to the H/C = 0.2 class (0.1 < H/C < 0.35). Finally very 
large, graphene like structures belong to the H/C = 0 particle class. Grey graduation in Fig. 7.1 is 
representative for the five different classes of H/C from 0 (dark grey) to 1 (white), as a possible 
discretization chosen for the model.  
 
Fig. 7.1. Distribution of large species as a function of mass and of H/C ratio. Model 
discretization is also reported: From BIN1 to BIN4 it ranges from 24 to 193 Carbon atoms; Grey 
graduation is representative for the five different classes of H/C from 0 (dark grey) to 1 (white). Dots 
are representative of classes of compounds: stacks of benzenes (◊), stacks of naphthalene (♦), poly-
phenyls (Δ), polynaphthalene (▲), PAHs of acene series and stacks of acenes (○) and pericondensed 
PAHs (●)  
When this discretization is added, reaction rate can be written taking into account chemical 
composition of particles. The hydrogen content modify the capability of particles to form radical and 
then to give growth reactions. Moreover particles with different H/C ratio act differently in 
coagulation process. The more is graphitized the structure the higher is the coagulation efficiency for 




Chemical composition of particles has been taken into account modifying particle correction 
factor introducing a linear dependence on the H/C ratio. This dependence has been introduced for all 
the reactions in which an H atom is extracted from the particles. As example, this means that particles 
with a H/C ratio of 0.75 will react three times faster of particles with same carbon atoms but with H/C 
ratio of 0.25. Analysis of evolution of particles in flame has showed that the molecular growth by 
acetylene and gas phase PAHs is not able to explain the aromatization of the particles. In order to 
match this process a dehydrogenation process has to be taken into account. This process was already 
known in literature but only a lumped kinetic was proposed and very a few details on the process 
where furnished. During this thesis a mechanism for particle dehydrogenation has been proposed and 
kinetic expressions have been written for this. Dehydrogenation channel is built on the consideration 
that, due to the complexity of the structures for increasing number of C atoms, the radicals formed 
through the attack of an H atom cyclize to form a closed aromatic ring. The limiting stage is the 
rearranging of the structure to expel an H atom and form a new stable species with a lower H/C ratio 
and consequently higher aromaticity. Activation energy of 25,000 cal/mol is used and the dependence 
on the number of hydrogen atoms present in the structure is considered. The sensitivity of particle 
formation on this reaction a change of values has been tested ranging from 20,000 to 30,000 cal/mol. 
The comparison with experimental data available in literature has showed that prediction of H/C ratio 
is largely missed if these changed values are used. It is interesting to note that H/C ratio strongly 
influence the total amount of particles. In fact a small value for activation energy favors the 
dehydrogenation process and thus reduces the possibility to have radical and then molecular growth. 
On the other hand a too large value of activation energy enhances particle production due to the 
increased possibility to have radicals. A correct prediction of dehydrogenation process is mandatory 
for particle prediction in flame. 
Coagulation efficiency was written on the base of D’Alessio and coworkers consideration 
(D'Alessio et al., 2005). One of the main assumptions was that particles interact each other on the bas 
e of van der Wall attraction which is linked to Hamacker constant. This physical parameter returns the 
strength of the attraction of the aromatic island. Generally the larger is the aromatic island the higher 
is the attraction and thus the Hamacker constant. Experimental values for benzene and graphite are 
available. These values have been considered for the dependence of Hamacker constant on the H/C 
of lumped species. In fact value found for benzene was assigned to class with H/C = 1, whereas value 
of graphite was assigned to class of particles with H/C = 0. Linear interpolation has been used for 





Rx1 Ai + H ↔ Ri + H2 8.85E13 T0.5 exp(−16,000/RT) H/C 
Rx2 Ai + OH ↔ Ri + H2O 8.85E13 T0.5 exp(−4650/RT) H/C 
Rx3 Ai → Ri + H 6.00E14 T
0.5 exp(−113,100/RT) nC H/C 
Rx4 Ri + Ri → Ai 8.00E12 T0.5  
Rx5 Ri + C2H2 → Ai 3.00E6 T1.787 exp(−3262/RT)  
Rx6 Ri + Ai → Ai + H 2.00E13 T0.5 exp(−15,000/RT)  
Rx7 Ai + OH → Ai + HCO 3.00E12 T0.5 exp(−10,600/RT)  
Rx8 Ri + O2 → Ri + CO + CO 4.30E11 T0.5 exp(−8000/RT)  
Rx9 Ri + H → Ai + H2 8.85E13 T0.5 exp(−10,000/RT) H/C 
Rx10 Ai + H → Ai + H + H2 6.00E14 T
0.5 exp(−25,000/RT) nC H/C 
Rx11 Ai + Ak → Ai+k 2.00E13 T0.5 γCOAG  
Table 1 Ai is the stable lumped species and Ri is the radical one. nC is carbon number of the 
reactants except in Rx 4 and 6 where it represents average carbon number of the two reactants; H/C 
is the H-to-C ratio in the specie. γCOAG is the coagulation efficiency according to D’Alessio (D'Alessio et 
al., 2005). 
7.3.3. Morphology description 
The term “particles” was used so far for the definition of lumped species in contraposition to 
gas phase compounds. Looking at the description of all the processes occurring after large gas phase 
PAHs formation and feature of compounds which cannot belong to gas phase, this term appears too 
generic, although the easiest and most intuitive. On the other hand, differentiation between real 
particles and other compounds is based not only on chemical composition. On the contrary chemical 
composition can often lead to wrong conclusion on features of compounds. Moreover the model 
does not account for other discretization and thus the use of a generic definition appears suitable.  
In order to gain more information on internal structure of particles another discretization is 
needed, morphology of lumped species has to be taken into account (D'Anna et al., 2010). 
Morphology is strictly linked with state of aggregation of compounds. Structures that grow only by 
chemical reactions can form a per-condensed aromatic hydrocarbon if acetylene is added or aromatic 
aliphatic linked hydrocarbon if a sigma bond is formed. The introduction of a sigma bond and thus the 
possibility to rotate make the resulted structure loose. However, no interaction out of plane is 
involved even if the planarity is lost. These structures are referred as two dimensional ones due to 
these considerations. They can be also called molecules since no large differences with gas phase 
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compounds can be noticed. When coagulation acts on these structures, both PCAHs and AALHs, a 
three dimensional structure is formed. These structures belong to the cluster definition. 
Unfortunately this definition accounts both for clusters as small as dimers formed by two molecules 
and for very large structures formed by hundreds of molecules. The correspondent molecular weight 
can range from a few hundreds up to millions of atomic mass units. The characteristic that these 
structures have in common is the sphericity, or, more generally, the possibility to be identified as a 
unique specific entity. In fact after coagulation event, within the cluster the rearrangement of the 
structure makes impossible to distinguish the original components forming a new entity. Coagulation 
that leads to cluster formation is also called coalescent coagulation for it similarity with liquid 
droplets. Clusters are probably the compounds that can be most correctly referred as particles  
However as the molecular size increases, clusters form a more rigid structure, which starts 
having a solid state character. As a consequence of this process, also driven by dehydrogenation 
reaction, clusters act differently during coagulation process. Coalescence can be alternatively seen as 
sintering process in which the sintering time scale is shorter than contact time. Contact time can be as 
long as necessary to give a stable rearrangement of the structure. However, this rearrangement has 
not to pass through a coalescent-sintering step. If the structure is rigid enough to maintain its own 
shape the final will not be a unique new cluster but an agglomerate of clusters. This aggregating 
coagulation is at the base of the formation of chainlike structures, which are also the final form of 
soot particles. As for the coalescence, aggregation can be seen as a sintering process in which the 
sintering time scale is longer than contact time. The sintering properties of clusters involved in 
coagulation depend on chemical composition and molecular weight. Clusters as small as 2nm have 
high capability to give coalescent coagulation; this can explain why they are always found as single 
particles. However, 40 nm are the largest size of single particles founded in flame whereas larger 
compounds are found only as aggregates.  
On the base of these considerations three different types of particles are counted for in the 
model: Molecules, Clusters and Aggregates of Clusters. Two coagulation reactions have been written 
for coalescence and aggregation. Coalescence can lead from Molecules to Clusters and from Clusters 
to larger Clusters; aggregation can lead from Clusters to Aggregates or from Aggregates to large 
Aggregates. Fig. 7.2 reports contours of the ratio of the agglomeration-to-coalescence regimes at 
1800 K for low (lower than 0.25) and high (larger than 0.25) H/C species. It appears that particles with 
an nC of 105 (equivalent size of about 10 nm) have a rate of coalescence higher than that of 
agglomeration. This behavior is reversed for structures with nC larger than 106 (equivalent size of 
about 20 nm). For particles of 10–20 nm, coalescence and agglomeration rates are similar which 
means that these particles can coalesce or agglomerate with the same probability. Sensitivity analyses 
have been conducted by changing the size and H/C ratio dependence of the coalescence rate. The 
coalescence-agglomeration ratio does not drastically affect the final concentration of the particles but 




Fig. 7.2 Computed coagulation efficiency γ at 1800 K for pairs of aromatic compounds having 
Ci and Cj carbon numbers and (a) low (H/C < 0.25) and (b) high (H/C > 0.25) hydrogen content.. 
 
Fig. 7.3 reports a general sketch of particle formation according to sectional discretization and 
experimental evidences.  
 




Since three different types of compounds are defined it is possible to consider oxidation-
induced fragmentation described in chapter 4.5. Before morphological discretization was used, it was 
impossible to clearly describe numerically this process since no difference was operated on chain-like 
structures and single particles.  
Since hydroxyl radical and molecular oxygen have been identified to be the dominant oxidizing 
species of soot in flames, oxidation has been generally modeled on the base of kinetic expression for 
these species. In principle both surface oxidation and oxidation induced fragmentation involve the 
same process. In fact, in both cases the event can be generally schematized as a carbon extraction 
from soot particles. The main difference relies in the fact that during fragmentation the carbon 
extraction is in such way critic and strongly affects the internal structure of soot species. This leads to 
a breaking up of the particle producing smaller fragments. The activation energy of the oxidation by 
OH is estimated from similar reactions for benzene and PAHs and the collision frequency accounts for 
the size of the particles involved. Oxidation by O2 molecules uses the rate constant of naphthyl + O2 
accounting for the increase of collision frequencies of Xu (Xu et al., 2003). These expression and in 
particular values for activation energy are considered equal in both surface oxidation and 
fragmentation whereas different collision frequency factor and other parameters have been 
considered.  
Since fragmentation was not taken into account in the previous version of the model, some 
considerations have led to the definition of fragmentation process in terms of reaction rates. In 
particular criticism of carbon extraction in fragmentation process is here described. 
Particles are held together in form of aggregates or single primary particles by physical 
interactions of the aromatic compounds within structures and by internal cross-linking. A reduction of 
the dimension of the aromatic edges (responsible for physical interaction) or the destruction of the 
internal cross-linking for effect of the oxidation process can weaken the structure and aggregates or 
single particles can break apart.  
Since the model separately accounts for aggregates and primary particles different 
fragmentation processes have to be considered. 
Fragmentation is considered forming two new entities of equal mass. This process will involve 
aggregates with large sizes able to contain a large number of primary particles. However, successive 
splitting up of large aggregates can lead to small aggregates formed only by two primary particles. In 
this case an eventual fragmentation will form primary particles. Fragmentation can involve also 
primary particles. In this case internal burning leads to fragment single particle into smaller clusters. 
This process can continue producing very small fragments.  
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These simple considerations describe all the fragmentation process. Schematic sketch 
reported in Fig.7.4 can help to figure out the processes described. It is worth to note that growth and 
fragmentation appear as different direction in the same evolution path. 
Since fragmentation is related to an internal burning of soot, molecular oxygen is considered 
to be less reactive than OH and hence the only species able to not react on the surface and diffuse 
towards the points of contact of the primary particles. Larger aggregates have an higher number of 
contact points and their oxidation-induced fragmentation is considered to be more likely as the size 
increases. A linear dependence with size of aggregates is considered in this paper.  
Aggregates composed by two primary particles are hard to be found, especially with sizes less 
than 20nm. This suggests that the capability of these aggregates to maintain their shape is weaker 
with decreasing size. In other words, aggregates of very small sizes are considered be have an high 
capability to undergo fragmentation process and produce primary particles. 
 
 
Figure 7.4: Schematic sketch of soot fragmentation; Oxygen molecules are reported in black 
 
As stated before, fragmentation of primary particles is related to the weakening of internal 
forces, mainly constitute by physical interaction and cross-linking. The strength necessary to maintain 
together the particle increases as the size of the particle increases. As a consequence, primary particle 
fragmentation has been considered to linearly increase with particle size itself. 
The kinetic expressions used for fragmentation are reported in equations 7.1-3 as a function of 










KFrag A=>A=KOxy γ0 A=>A NC;      γ0 A=>A= 1E-13     (7.1) 
KFrag A=>P=KOxy γ0 A=>P NC
-1;    γ0 A=>P= 1      (7.2) 
KFrag P=>P=KOxy γ0 P=>P NC;       γ0 P=>P= 1E-4     (7.3) 
where A is for aggregates and P is for particles 
Size dependence is accounted for through the number of C atoms (NC) in the expression of the 
kinetic constants  
Fragmentation model is generally based on morphological consideration on the processes 
involved. The rate constants used in the equations 7.1-3 are not coming directly from gas kinetic 
considerations and can be affected by uncertainties. However, even if the absolute value can strongly 
affect the total soot burnout rate, the effect on particle size distribution function is determined just 
by the ratio between different fragmentation processes 
Typical values of the oxidation rate with respect to fragmentation for selected numbers of C 
atoms in the aggregates/particles are reported in table 7.2.  
 
 










104 7 1.E+09 1.E+04 5.E-01 
106 40 1.E+07 1.E+06 5.E-03 
108 160 1.E+05 1.E+08 5.E-05 
Table 7.2. Ratio between oxidation rate by O2 and different fragmentation rates; 
Nc is the number of carbon atoms. 
 
7.3.4. Numerical aspects 
Hereafter numerical details of the discretization operated. Molecular weight is discretized 
considering that Species with molecular masses larger than 300u are lumped into classes of 
compounds defined by a carbon number, which ranges from 24 to 4*108 and an H/C ratio for each 
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carbon number which ranges from 0 to 1. Twenty-five sections are used in a geometric series of 
carbon number with a ratio of two between sections. Five sections are used for H/C variation, namely 
0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1. Overall 125 lumped species for the stable form and 125 for radicals are 
modeled. It is assumed that only one radical species corresponds to each stable species. The current 
model introduces another discretization which accounts for the level of agglomeration of the 
compounds. Three entities are defined: single molecules, clusters or particles and agglomerates of 
particles. In all cases the numbers of C and H atoms are taken into account. For all these entities, 





8. Reactor analysis: time scale and 
operative temperature history 
In this chapter hints about time scale and mixing conditions for the reactors used during the 
thesis periods will be furnished. In particular premixed flame and diffusion flame will be analyzed.  
8.1. Premixed flame configuration 
Premixed flame is one-dimensional reactor which is possible to consider in principle at a plug 
flow reactor. When operated in laminar conditions, it is also possible to stabilize a flat velocity profile 
instead of a parabolic one. This allows to have one dimensional feature and thus a correspondence 
between spatial coordinate and residence time. In this configuration, this flame results quite 
accessible for experimental and numerical studies. In particular, due to the very low level of 
complexity of fluid-dynamic conditions, these flames result an important reactor in order to 
investigate kinetic aspects.  
 
8.1.1. Temperature history in premixed flame 
In premixed configuration fuel and oxidant are intimately mixed before the flame front. After 
a zone of preheating they reach the maximum temperature and then the post combustion zone. It 
would be an error to think that flame front is the only zone interested by chemical reactions. The 
preheating zone can reach temperature higher than 1000K becoming a zone in which decomposition 
and low-temperature oxidation can take place. Due to the high reactivity of the fuel, such in the case 
of flame of aromatics, this zone becomes fundamental for the formation of high molecular mass 
compounds. The convective flow brings the partially-reacted mixture toward flame front, where the 
higher temperature and large presence of ions and radicals strongly enhance the reaction rates. After 
this point main gas phase compounds have been already formed in large amount and intermediate of 
reactions are consumed. However the temperature in the post combustion zone does not 
dramatically decrease and the drop is usually within 200K. Temperature is generally still above 1500K 
and reactive species such as OH, H radicals, acetylene and eventually PAHs are present in large 
quantity. In this environment molecular growth process, described before, starts with inception and 
continues with soot loading and coagulation. Temperature history is quite similar for almost all the 
hydrocarbon flames, although a preliminary analysis of gas phase combustion products has to be 




8.1.2. Residence time in premixed flame 
Together with temperature history residence time can give information on the time scale of 
the processes involved. Generally gas spent in the preheating zone less than 10ms which is almost the 
same residence time spent in the flame front. This residence time is quite small, suggesting that in 
this zone just very fast reactions take effectively place, typically oxidation ones. In other words, for 
many configurations, the flame front can be seen as a starting point for processes with renewed initial 
conditions, i.e. high temperature large radical and unsaturated species concentration. In other cases 
pathways that lead to the formation of large molecules can start already in these zones. The post 
combustion zone starts just after the flame front, .i.e. generally 2-4mm above the burner. It extends 
conceptually until the emission in the atmosphere. However, due to experimental limitations the 
studies are conducted up to 20-25mm above the burner. Correspondent residence time is in the order 
of tens of milliseconds. This time scale results enough large for giving place to inception and growth 
process.  
In premixed conditions, the flame evolution follows the stream line and the products are 
formed through a specific and unique pathway. This uniformity in precursors pathway and thus in 
particle formation links the particles present in the flame to the position along the flame axis. In this 
case different processes appear clearly separated and thus their investigation becomes easier. 
8.1.3. Numerical investigation of premixed flame 
Implementation of a detailed scheme for the prediction of a premixed flame needs to have 
some link with experimental details. In fact, due to heat exchange with the burner and the 
surrounding environment temperature profile of the flame is typical of the specific burner. Moreover 
the presence of soot particles can cool down the flame due to strong emission. These considerations 
make mandatory the use of an experimental temperature profile to perform a correct simulation of 
the premixed flame. This means that energy equation is not solved for this flame.  
8.2. Opposed-flow Diffusion flame configuration 
In the opposed flow diffusion two opposed nozzle feed fuel and oxidant separately. The flame 
is quasi one dimensional since each plane of the flame can be assumed at same conditions of 
temperature and species concentration. The spatial coordinate is the distance between nozzles. A 
stagnation plane is always possible to be individuated together with a flame front where a maximum 
of temperature is located. Flame front can be stabilized in the oxidant side, with respect the 
stagnation plane, or in the fuel side. The post combustion zone in the first case extend both in fuel 
and oxidant zone, whereas in the latter is confined in the fuel side. Convective fluxes are very peculiar 
since they are opposed in the two different side both pushing the material toward stagnation plane. 
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Diffusion smoothens the profiles of temperature and species acting both toward oxidant and fuel 
nozzle.  
8.2.1. Temperature history in opposed-flow flame 
Temperature in opposed-flow flame strongly varies with the position along the distance 
between nozzles. In flame front zone temperature can be as high as 2000K, whereas in the fuel side, 
where pyrolytic conditions are present, temperature can be as low as 700-1000K. This great variation 
associated with very peculiar stream lines does not allow to consider that in this flame only one 
particular pathways of reaction is favored. As a consequence attention has to be paid to all pathways 
especially for particle formation. Moreover temperature depends on initial condition of the fed gases 
in terms of velocity and concentrations: strain rate and position of maximum temperature can 
significantly change temperature history of the flame. 
8.2.2. Residence time in opposed-flow flame 
Similarly to temperature history residence time strongly depends on the initial conditions in 
particular velocity field. However in laminar flames velocity of fed gases can vary in a range in which 
the strain rate still allows to the flame to be sustained. However, the distance between the two 
nozzles is small, generally less than 2cm. This implies that also the post combustion zone residence 
time is comparable with those found in premixed configuration.  
 
8.3. Coflow Diffusion flame configuration 
In the coflow diffusion flame configurations the one-dimensional feature is lost. Flame is 
developing both in axial and radial direction. For each axial position along the flame, a radial profile of 
temperature and species concentration can be determined. This makes harder both the investigation 
with experimental equipment and numerical tools. However, the study of diffusion flames is 
mandatory to achieve reliable results. These flames are more similar to real combustion systems in 
which the premix condition is not always achieved and in many cases it is not desired.  
8.3.1. Temperature history in co-flow flame 
Temperature history in diffusion flame is strictly linked with streamlines. The combustion is 
controlled by the diffusion of fuel in oxidant and vice versa. On the other hand, the convective flux 
moves toward upper zones, in which different temperature condition can be created. When fuel is 
sent in the inner side and oxidant is sent in the annulus – “normal” coflow flame – flame front is 
located in the outside and the post combustion zone relies in the inner part of the flame. In this case 
temperature of the flame front can reach values as high as 2000K whereas the inner part is much 
colder, generally down to 500K. In the “inverse” diffusion flame the air is sent in the inner side and 
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the fuel is sent in the annulus. In this configuration, the post combustion zone is not confined by the 
flame front, which is located in the inner part of the flame. In the normal diffusion flame, the 
convective stream lines pass through the flame front in the top of the flame. This passage can induce 
an oxidation of unburned hydrocarbons and also of particles produced in the inner part of the flame. 
This process can make the flame sooting but not smoking. However, as for opposed flow 
configuration, different particle formation pathway can be simultaneously active ant thus the 
particles resulted having intermediate properties in dependence of the peculiar flame history.  
 
8.3.2. Residence time in co-flow flame 
Differently for previous flame reactor coflow flame is characterized by substantially longer 
residence time. In fact lab scale diffusion flames are in the order some centimeters in height. Looking 
at streamlines in a normal co-flow flame, the convective flux moves longitudinally with respect to the 
flame. This means that the outer part of the post combustion zone will be relatively close to the 
maximum temperature zone from the bottom to the tail of the flame, in a similar way to the very first 
part of post combustion zone in premixed configuration. The inner part of the post combustion zone 
instead is relatively far from the most reactive zone and the temperature is almost always below 
1000K. The tail of the flame, where the streamlines converge, unify the two zones and let them both 
pass through the flame front again. In the inverse diffusion flame the situation is quite similar except 
for the fact that the streamlines move toward the outer part and there is not closure of the flame on 
the top. In both configurations, residence times are almost one order of magnitude larger making the 
molecular growth process and the coagulation more effective. Moreover most of the particles are 
relatively close to high temperature zone than in other flame configurations. This can affect their 
evolution and final feature.  
 
8.3.3. Numerical investigation of co-flow flame 
Numerical investigation of co-flow flame is generally much more onerous. As for the opposed 
flow flame and differently from premixed flame, the energy equation has to be solved. Moreover, the 
two dimensional configuration slows down the calculation requiring a larger spatial domain 
discretization - a second power increase of cell number in principle. Probably the stiffest point is 
related to the effect of soot on temperature balance. Radiation has to be taken into account: in the 
opposed flow configuration, the small dimensions and the relatively high strain rate make this term 
almost negligible. In coflow configuration, an error on soot radiation can turn into a large error in 
temperature. This again can affect the total amount of soot predicted starting a loop which can lead 
to very wrong conclusions  That’s why a check with experimental data and sensitivity analysis on the 






9. Production and characterization of 
tailored nanoparticles 
In this chapter results obtained both with experimental techniques and modeling will be 
presented. Particles will be investigated not only on the aspect of production rate but also looking at 
their physical chemical characterization. Results for flame reactors will be presented first, later based 
on the knowledge gained on these reactors a different approach will be described. This approach is 
based on the study of the evolution and eventually the formation of particles in medium temperature 
regime. Hereafter some preliminary results will be presented discussing eventual developments of 
this technique. 
 
9.1. Flame reactors 
In traditional flame reactors many parameters have been studied such as temperature, fuel 
nature, equivalence ratio, premixing ratio. In this work some of these have been investigated; here 
the effect of equivalence ratio and the fuel structure on the production and main features of the 
particles will be presented for premixed flame, the effect of the mixing and temperature history in the 
opposed-flow flame and finally the role of oxidation-induced fragmentation in coflow flame. 
9.1.1. Premixed laminar flame 
For their one-dimensional feature and the relatively high experimental accessibility, premix 
flames and the effect of key parameters on particle formation are widely studied. Usually 
temperature effect on both total amount and nature of produced particles has been always looked 
with great interest (Alfè et al., 2010, Ciajolo et al., 1996, Kent and Wagner, 1985, Glassman and 
Yaccarino, 1981, Alfè et al., 2009). This is probably due to the research of a single parameter which 
can help and lead in the world of combustion generated particle. Although many correlations have 
been found between maximum temperature and particles, this point of view appears overtaken. In 
fact, nowadays the main issue is no longer only total soot amount reduction in real combustion 
systems, but also preventing the formation of large numerical concentration of small nanoparticles. 
Moreover for these compounds the effects on health and climate are far to be completely 
understood. This task cannot be faced approaching the problem looking just at temperature effect. 
Together with temperature other parameters have to be investigated. According with these 
statements in this work less attention to the effect of temperature has been paid, focusing on other 
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less investigated parameters. However experimental techniques and especially numerical tool can be 
easily applied to the study of temperature or other parameters in further works.  
Role of equivalence ratio 
A benchmark of classical combustion view is that for an equivalence ratio, Φ, equal to 2 soot 
starts being produced. This point, also known as soot threshold, has been quite verified for aliphatic 
hydrocarbon flames whereas slight disagreement has been found for aromatic flames in which soot 
appears at lower Φ. This statement only takes into account large aggregates which were the first 
detected in flame. For Φ close to stoichiometric, i.e. in less rich conditions, it is possible to have a 
particle-free flame. However recent studied clearly demonstrated that there is a zone of equivalence 
ration in which nanoparticles are produced in absence of soot aggregates.  
An analysis of flame with equivalence ratio slightly below soot threshold, conducted with 
differential mobility analysis DMA by different groups in the world, has showed that these particles 
appear as unimodal size distribution between 2 and 10nm. However DMA does not furnish details of 
the chemical features of these particles. Previous experiments on flame with similar conditions 
showed the presence of UV absorbing compounds able also to give a non-structured UV fluorescence, 
which cannot be assigned to gas phase PAHs. Nowadays the existence of these particles is well 
established and there are hints about their chemical features.  
Mechanisms of particle formation have been described before; however some particular 
pathway in particle evolution not well evidenced can help in produce tailored compounds. 
Premixed laminar ethylene-air flames have been studied with 0,71 and 0,77 C/O ratios 
(corresponding to the equivalent ratios Φ of 2,13 and 2,31 respectively) and with cold-gases velocities 
of 10 cm·s-1. The goal of this study is to characterize with optical techniques combustion-formed 
particles.  
From laser induced emission measurements, conducted by exciting in the ultraviolet region of 
the electromagnetic radiation by the fourth harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser, i.e. a radiation with a 
wavelength of 266 nm, the attendant presence of the three principal emission phenomena: 
 elastic light scattering, 
 laser induced fluorescence, 
 laser induced incandescence. 
Several delay times and several signal acquisition gates has been used to highlight the three 
principal emission phenomena separately. The attention has been addressed to the fluorescence and 
incandescence phenomena principally. Spectra have been obtained subtracting the natural emission 
of the flames.  
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In figure 9.1 and 9.2 the blue spectra have been obtained starting from zero, such that the 
maximum value of the scattering. These spectra show the elastic scattering signal at 266 nm and the 
scattering of the residual second harmonic of the laser, the two peaks at 470 nm and at 513 nm 
correspond to the emission of the C2, between 270 nm and 450 nm the fluorescence signal is visible. 
At a delay time of 10 ns, the scattering signal disappears, while the signals of C2 emission and 
fluorescence are still present and have the same trend but lower intensity than the spectra at zero. At 
higher delay times the fluorescence signal quenches and at a delay time of 20 ns is negligible. 
 
 


































Figure 5.2 Emission spectra, C/O=0,77, HAB=5 mm, variable delay time, camera gate 20 
ns. 
 
In figures 9.3 and 9.4 emission spectra at 8 mm height above the burner of the flame C/O=0,71 
and flame C/O=0,77 are reported respectively. In the C/O=0,71 flame (figure 5.3), at 8 mm HAB and at 
a delay time of 10 ns, the fluorescence phenomenon is still distinguishable since small aromatic 
molecules are still present. Moreover, the incandescence phenomenon is not detected, suggesting 
that soot particles are still not formed. On the other hand, in the C/O=0,77 flame (figure 5.4), at 8 mm 
HAB and at a delay time of 10 ns, the fluorescence phenomenon is visible but at this height (i.e. dwell 
time) the incandescence phenomenon, which follows the blackbody radiation trend, appears 


































Figure 9.3 Emission spectra, C/O=0,71, HAB=8 mm, variable delay time, camera gate 20 
ns. 
 
Figure 9.4 Emission spectra, C/O=0,77, HAB=8 mm, variable delay time, camera gate 20 
ns. 
 
In figure 9.6 spectra of the C/O=0,71 flame at 14 mm HAB, at different delay times and with a 
camera gate of 50 ns are showed. The incandescence signal is still weak and a fluorescence signal is 

























































in low concentration. In figure 9.7 the emission spectra of the C/O=0,77 flame at 14 mm HAB, with a 
camera gate of 50 ns and several delay times are showed. The incandescence signal is stronger than 
the incandescence signal at 8 mm HAB of the same flame (figure 5.6) that means that the presence of 
soot particles is more considerable. 
 






































































Figure 9.7 Emission spectra, C/O=0,77, HAB=14 mm, variable delay time, camera gate 50 
ns. 
To compare emission spectra at several heights is possible, fixing the camera gate and the 
delay time. In figures 9.8 and 9.9 are showed spectra at different heights above the burner for the 
C/O=0,71 and C/O=0,77 flames respectively with a camera gate of 20 ns and a delay time of 10 ns. 
 
 





























































Figure 9.9 Emission spectra, C/O=0,77, 10 ns delay time, different heights, camera gate 20 
ns. 
From figures 9.8 and 9.9 the beginning of the incandescence phenomenon can be noticed: in 
the C/O=0,71 flame the incandescence begins to be significant at heights above burner higher than 10 
mm, while in the C/O=0,77 flame at 7 mm height above burner the incandescence contribution is 
clearly visible. In both flames the incandescence signal grows with the height above burner and 
decreases with the delay time, as showed in the previous figures. In figure 9.10 spectra of the 
C/O=0,77 flame for a delay time of 50 ns and a camera gate of 50 ns, for several heights are showed. 
The trend of fluorescence and incandescence signal for both C/O=0,71 flame and C/O=0,77 
flame are reported in figures 9.11 and 9.12 respectively. Fluorescence phenomenon has been 
considered peaked at 310 nm, 340 nm, 390 nm and 420 nm while for the incandescence phenomenon 
the signal at a wavelength of 550 nm has been used. In both figures the incandescence values have 
been reported to the second vertical axis. For the fluorescence phenomena the signal has been taken 
at a delay time of 0 ns (i.e. zero time) and a camera gate of 50 ns, rather for the incandescence the 
signal has been taken at a delay time of 50 ns and with a camera gate of 50 ns to avoid the 
fluorescence signal overlapping. 
 
Figure 9.11 Fluorescence and incandescence signals along HAB, C/O=0,71, 0 ns delay time 























































Figure 9.12 Fluorescence and incandescence signals along HAB, C/O=0,77, 0 ns delay time 
for the fluorescence and 50 ns delay time for the incandescence, camera gate 50 ns. 
In the C/O=0,71 flame (figure 9.11) it is possible to notice that the signals at 310 and 340 nm 
are present all along the flame, while fluorescence at 390 and 420 nm appears above the 8 mm and 
the incandescence signal appears above the 11 mm. This means that all along the flame small 
aromatic molecules are present while large aromatic molecules and soot appear only at high heights 
(i.e. dwell time). Also in the C/O=0,77 flame (figure 9.12) the signals at 310 and 340 nm are present all 
along the flame but the fluorescence signals at 390 and 420 appear at 5 mm height above burner and 
the incandescence signal appears at 7,5 mm HAB. In the C/O=0,77 flame, small aromatic molecules 
are present all along the flame but large aromatic molecules and soot particles appear earlier than in 
the C/O=0,71 flame. 
The trend of the incandescence signal can be verified with the elastic scattering signal (at 266 
nm) since the scattering signal is related to the diameter of soot particles raised to the sixth power. 























































Figure 9.14 Scattering signal along HAB, C/O=0,77, 0 ns delay time, camera gate 20 ns. 
 
A global analysis of these flames suggests that in some combustion conditions when large 





























































































fluorescence signal is detected at larger wavelength that is related to large aromatic islands within the 
nanoparticles. As the equivalence ratio increases, this step becomes faster and thus between the UV 
fluorescence and the incandescence signal the spatial and temporal gaps are reduced. Equivalence 
ratio in this case seems to be a possible way to tailor the aromaticity of the particles with all the 
consequences that this change implies. 
 
Role of fuel structure 
The role of fuel on the final structure of particles has been partially assessed in literature, 
perhaps focusing the attention on other parameters. On the other hand, only lately the role of fuel on 
the soot yield and formation mechanism has been investigated by using the DMA. Again these 
technique give information on amount of soot and nanoparticles produced close to flame front and in 
post combustion zone whereas no clue about properties is furnished. However, even separately, both 
aliphatic and aromatic fuel flames have been optically investigated and information on particle nature 
has gained. However, since many parameters can influence the mechanisms that control particle 
formation and evolution a systematic study is needed.  
On this point, a comparative experimental and numerical analysis of flames fuelled with 
different fuels has been conducted. Experimentally the flames were investigated with several 
techniques in order to simultaneously obtain information on yield, chemical composition, size 
distribution, and optical properties. Numerically the most advanced discrete sectional methods which 
is able to model total amount, size distribution, chemical composition and particle structure.  
Experiments have been conducted in collaboration with Ciajolo research group. Hints about 
the experimental characterization will be furnished whereas further details can be founded in 
literature (Sirignano et al., 2011).  
Methane, ethylene and benzene fuel-rich premixed flames have been investigated to study 
the effect of the fuel structure on particulate formation and on the chemical and morphologic 
characteristics of the particles. Premixed flames at atmospheric pressure were produced on a 
commercial McKenna sintered bronze burner (60 mm OD). The burner was water-cooled and the 
temperature of the cooling water was kept constant at 60°C. An external shield of nitrogen was used 
to avoid air entrainment. Different cold-gas flow velocities, equivalence ratios and nitrogen dilution 
were used in order to obtain comparable flame temperatures as shown in Table 9.1, where the flame 






Fuel Cold gas velocity 
(cm/s) 








Methane 5.0 0.6 2.4 54.5 45.5 – 1700 
Ethylene 4.0 0.8 2.4 44.4 55.6 – 1730 
Benzene 4.0 0.77 1.9 4.9 19.0 76.1 1780 
Table 9.1 Experimental conditions of premixed flame investigated for the study of 
fuels structure effect on soot. 
Samplings were performed in order to obtain material for successive off-line measurements. 
Combustion products, including gaseous, tarry and solid material, were collected from the flames by a 
water-cooled probe. Total particulate matter was recovered from the sampling line, constituted of an 
ice-trap and a Teflon filter, and extracted by dichloromethane (DCM) to separate the DCM-soluble 
species, containing polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) (Tregrossi et al., 1999, Ciajolo et al., 
1998), from the DCM-insoluble species. Gravimetric evaluation of the sampled material was 
conducted in order to obtain soluble, insoluble and by summation total particulate yield. Moreover, 
on the same material H/C atomic ratio of the solvent-soluble fraction and dry soot were measured by 
an elemental analyzer.  
Here it appears evident that the distinction into two fractions within total articulate matter 
relies in their solubility in a specific solvent. This is an arbitrary division. However, experimental 
evidences have suggested that this division and similar separation processes are more general than 
expected. The soluble fraction is mostly composed by what is also called nanoparticles, i.e. 
compounds with size less than 10nm and with chemical-physical composition more similar to gas 




Fig. 9.15.  (a) Yields of total particulate matter (■ experiments  __ modeling)  soot (□ 
experiments, __ __ modeling) and solvent-soluble species (▴ experiments, - - - modeling) for the three 
flames  (b) H/C ratio of total particulate (● experiments  heavy line for modeling) and soot (○ 
experiments, thin line for modeling) for the three flames 
 
To take into account for the different fed carbon and flame dilutions, experimental data have 
been expressed as carbon yields and compared with model predictions. On the base of past 
experimental evidence about the separation of the total particulate, the solvent-soluble fraction has 
been compared to modeled species with MW <105 u and solvent-insoluble fraction, i.e. soot fraction, 
to modeled species with MW >105 u. At this point, in order to avoid artifact in the comparison, he 
only distinction has been done on the molecular weight of the species and thus the summation has 




Figure 9.15a reports the carbon yields of the total particulate, solvent-soluble fraction and 
soot fraction measured along the axis of methane, ethylene and benzene flames. The particulate yield 
increases along the axis of all flames, but a higher formation rate can be observed in the benzene 
flame. However, in spite of the higher propensity of benzene to form soot, the particulate yield is 
lower in respect to the ethylene flame due to the higher dilution of the benzene flame (Table 1). The 
total particulate rise is initially due to the increase of the solvent-soluble fraction yield. After the 
maximum, the steep decrease of the solvent-soluble fraction occurs in the benzene flame, reaching 
very low values as soot production rapidly levels-off. Along the ethylene and methane flames the 
solvent-soluble fraction increases and, after the maximum, it remains quite constant whereas soot 
exhibits a monotonic increase throughout the flames, although with a lower rate in the final flame 
region. Model predictions, also reported in Fig. 9.15a, reasonably well reproduce the profile shapes 
and values of yields, especially for ethylene and benzene flames.  
The experimental and modeled H/C ratios profiles of total particulate and soot fraction are 
reported in Fig. 9.15b to follow the chemical and thermal histories of the carbon particulate. The H/C 
ratio of the total particulate in the benzene flame could not be evaluated due to the interference of 
oxygenated aromatic species in the solvent-soluble fraction. The H/C ratio decrease of particulate 
along the flame axis testifies the occurrence of dehydrogenation/graphitization process leading to the 
increase of the aromatic carbon network. The model reasonably reproduces this trend, although the 
H/C ratios are overestimated for the methane and benzene flames. It is worth to remind that the H/C 
ratio decrease is mainly due to soot fraction rather than to solvent-soluble fraction(Ciajolo et al., 
1998), demonstrating that the increase of the extension of the aromatic network primarily occurs in 
soot particles. At same time the separation based on solvents affinity probably hide slight but 
progressive and remarkable changes also in nanoparticles which were evidenced with optical 
technique. H/C ratio of benzene soot rapidly and early decreases, reaching very low values 
downstream of the flame front, where dehydrogenation process ends. The model is able to reproduce 
well the fast decrease of soot H/C ratio in the benzene flame.  
The different behaviors of the H/C ratio along the three flames can be ascribed to the different 
flame environments in which particles nucleate and graphitize. Indeed, in benzene flame particles 
formation occurs already in the main oxidation region, i.e. in the flame front. In this region, located at 
about 3.5 mm (Fig. 9.15a), the concentration of H and OH atoms reaches the maximum values. The 
high temperature and radical concentration and the aromatic nature of the fuel strongly favor 
molecular growth and particle inception. In benzene flame dehydrogenation reactions occur very 
early leading to the formation of graphitized structures, i.e. mature soot particles, across the flame 
front. Conversely, particulate formation in the aliphatic fuel flames occurs downstream the flame 
front, which is located at about 2 mm in both methane and ethylene flames. In this post flame region, 
the temperature is slightly lower, while the concentrations of H and OH radicals attain the equilibrium 
values. The temperature and radical concentration decrease inhibits the dehydrogenation causing a 
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reduced and delayed maturation of soot particles. This is suggested both by the shape of H/C ratio of 
soot particles and by final hydrogen fraction in them.  
Further insights on the particle structure evolution have been obtained by evaluating the MW 
distribution of particulate matter with Size Exclusion Chromatography, SEC,  
Figure 9.16 shows the normalized mass distributions of total particulate experimentally 
determined at the inception (left side of Fig. 9.16) and in the post-flame region (right side of Fig. 9.16) 
of the three flames in comparison with the model results. It is worth to remind that the MW 
distribution of the total particulate has been obtained by re-composition of the SEC chromatograms 
of the solvent-soluble fraction and soot assuming the same absorptivity measured at 350 nm of the 





Fig. 9.16.  Normalized SEC chromatograms (__) compared with normalized concentration 
profile of total particulate (__ __) and type1, type2 and type3 compounds (- - -) (see text) at inception 
(left part) and in the post-flame region (right part) of the three flames. 
 
Overall, the MW distributions show four peaks belonging to species in the 100–1000 u range, 
in the 1000–5000 u range, in the 105–106 u range and in the 106–1010 u range. At particle inception 
the first three peaks, mostly belonging to the solvent-soluble fraction, are predominant whereas in 
the post-flame region the higher MW peak in the 106–1010 u range, due to soot, prevails. Model 
results are in good agreement with experimental data and are useful in giving information on the 




derives from aromatic molecules having masses up to 1000 u (Molecules) in agreement with the mass 
spectrometric analysis. On the basis of the model prediction, the second peak can be ascribed to 
clusters of aromatic molecules with MW up to about 5000 u (Clusters), whereas the third peak is due 
to clusters of about 106 u (Clusters). It is worth to remind that modeled Cluster concentration 
accounts for all the species which undergo coalescent coagulation; these can range from the small 
dimer to large primary particles. In fact, these latter constitute the first species which have acquired a 
solid nature and cannot longer coalesce with other species, but can only agglomerate. The fourth 
peak is due to agglomerates of these clusters (Aggregates) constituting soot.  
The agreement between experimental and modeled data can be used to gain more 
information about particle formation. Looking at the MW distributions, a remarkable difference can 
be noticed in the region up to 106 u both in terms of peak position and relative abundance. In 
particular, the modes of MW distribution in the MW region up to 106 u, which are related to 
Molecules and Clusters, are still visible at the end of ethylene and methane flames whereas result 
practically negligible in the benzene flame (left part of Fig. 9.16). Model well reproduces this behavior 
showing a persistent significant presence of modes around 300, 1500 and 106 u at the end of 
ethylene and methane flames. Hence, this trend seems to be a peculiar difference from aliphatic and 
aromatic flames.  
To analyze the passage from Molecules to Clusters occurring at soot inception, an optical 
analysis of compounds with different molecular weight has been carried out at inception. In 
particular, the optical band gap, sensitive to the mean molecular mass of the largest aromatic units 
constituting each class, has been has been evaluated on the on-line UV–visible spectra measured on 
the apex of peaks detected in the MW distribution up to 104 u of particulate at inception. These 
peaks correspond to Molecules to Clusters in modeled results. Figure 9.17 reports for all flames the 
MW distribution up to 104 u of particulate at inception (upper part of Fig. 9.17) together with the 
optical band gaps (Eg) of the Molecules peak and of Clusters peak (lower part of Fig. 9.17). It is 





Fig. 9.17.  Top: Normalized SEC chromatograms up to 10,000 u at inception for methane (- 
- -), ethylene (__ __) and benzene (__) flames. Bottom: Optical band gap (Eg) of molecules and 
clusters separated on the base of SEC analysis at inception in the three flames 
 
This demonstrates that the aromatic units in Molecules are the aromatic units constituting the 
Clusters. In other words at inception Clusters are the snapshot of the surrounding environment 
constituted by Molecules. This correspondence is quite interesting because it furnishes a new tool to 
look at the characteristics of the particles. Moreover more information can be gained from the 
analysis of the MW distribution. If clusters are formed by molecules totally similar to the surrounding 
environment it means that a certain number of these molecules can be found stacked in some way 
within a cluster. Extending this view, it turns out that the ratio of the mean MW of clusters and 
molecules is representative of the number of molecules staked in the cluster, i.e. the number of 
stacked layers.  
These mean values has been evaluated and reported in the inset of Fig.9.17. Moreover in the 
same inset in Fig. 9.17, the calculated number of stacked layers per Cluster is reported. A lower 




methane and ethylene flame whereas this value is remarkable higher Clusters found in the benzene 
flame.  
However, further evaluations can be done looking at MW distribution functions. Instead of 
using the mean value of the MW distribution, it can be possible to use the function itself. First of all a 
deconvolution of the distribution has to be operated in order to distinguish Molecules MW 
distribution and Clusters MW distribution. After this it is possible to consider the ratio between the 
two MW distribution functions of clusters and molecules. This ratio gives back another MW 
distribution function which may have a physical meaning: the final result is the distribution of the 
number of stacked layers per cluster. This calculation can be done both on the experimental MW 
distribution after the deconvolution and by using the modeled MW distribution for Molecules and 
Clusters. If this distribution would be shifted toward higher number of stacked layers per cluster, it 
would mean that the structure is more graphitized.  
The results are reported in Fig. 9.18. Model and experimental data are in very good agreement 
both indicating that the stacked layers number is much lower in methane and ethylene flames in 
respect to the benzene flame. This means that a relevant higher level of stacking/organization of the 
precursor particles is obtained at inception in the benzene flame. The more ordered structure of early 
soot in benzene flame, is consistent with its lower H/C ratio, and causes the higher soot formation 
rate and the peculiar evolution of benzene particulate properties in terms of size and oxidation 




Fig. 9.18.  Experimental (dots) and modeled (lines) normalized distribution of number of 
stacked layers per cluster at inception in the three flames. 
 
In conclusion, in the benzene flame aromatic molecules and nascent soot particles appeared 
very early in the oxidation region and were no longer detected at the end of flame whereas aliphatic 
fuels showed both aromatic molecules and freshly-nucleated soot particles persisting downstream of 
the flame. Elemental analysis and UV–visible properties of the carbon particulate showed that also 
the graphitization process is earlier and much faster in the benzene flame whereas in aliphatic flames 
a less ordered structure is produced later on the flame and with a slower rate. Detailed modeling of 
the carbon particulate yields and properties confirms the differences in the evolution of carbon 
particulate and its structure in benzene and aliphatic flames, also individuating the classes of species: 
aromatic molecules and clusters of aromatic molecules responsible for soot inception. Nascent soot 
particles in benzene flame, earlier formed in the main oxidation zone overlapped with the pyrolysis 




enhanced by the high radical concentrations typical of the lame front. As a consequence the 
coagulation is also enhanced for effect of the increased aromaticity lower H/C ratio) of the incipient 
particles which result in increasing binding energies of the formed lusters. The inception of particles in 
the aliphatic flames occurs in the pyrolysis region that is well distinct from the main oxidation region 
and located downstream of the flame front. Here the temperature is slightly decreasing while the 
concentrations of small radicals are attaining the e equilibrium values. Both the temperature and 
radical concentration decreases, turn into the formation of less organized structures subjected to a 
slower and lower evolution toward larger mature soot  
 
9.1.2. Opposed-flow diffusion flame 
Structure of the flame in the opposed flow diffusion flame has been already described in the 
chapter 8. Several flames have been investigated in this thesis work; however a test case of 
ethylene/oxygen/argon flame will be discussed. This case has been found to be interesting for 
evaluating the different pathways that lead to particle inception. Moreover a new technique based on 
the Time-Resolved Laser Induced Fluorescence has been applied to this flame in order to capture the 
structure of the particles produced. Model has been applied to this flame substantially confirming and 
supporting the results obtained with experimental data. 
The ethylene diffusion flame was stabilized between two opposed jet nozzles (ID 2.54 cm). The 
oxidizer stream, containing different amounts of O2 and Ar, was introduced from the upper nozzle; 
the fuel stream was introduced from the lower nozzle. All gases used were of high purity. Screens 
were used at the exit of each jet to establish uniform gas flow velocities to generate stable, flat 
flames. Nitrogen was used to shield and protect the flame from the surrounding air. Using a mild 
vacuum through the holes in the annular section of the bottom burner, combustion products and 
shield gas were vented out of the system. Sampling position within the flame was changed by moving 
the entire burner assembly up or down with respect to the fixed sampling volume using a translation 
system (0.1 mm). For the ethylene counter-flow diffusion flames stabilized, the fuel stream was fixed 
at 75% C2H4 and 25% Ar, whereas the oxidizer streams consisted of 22% by volume of O2 and the 
remaining Ar. The oxidizer and fuel stream velocities were fixed at 16.1 and 13.2 cm/s, respectively. 






























      (9.1) 
results to be of 37.7s-1 for the flame. The parameter L  v  and ρ are the separation distance of 
the opposing jets, jet velocity, and jet fluid density, respectively. Subscripts O and F denote the 
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oxidizer and the fuel stream, respectively. These conditions resulted in flames stabilized on the 
oxidizer side of the stagnation plane. Position of the stagnation plane was estimated by seeding the 
fuel stream with 1 µm-TiO2 particles and measuring the scattering coefficient along the flame axis. 
TiO2 particles give a strong scattering signal in the fuel side which vanishes at the stagnation point 
where particles are convected away. The stagnation plane is located at about 4.2mm from the fuel 
nozzle 
First of all a sketch of the flame structure is presented in order to clarify the zone of interest 
within the flame, the temperature, the gaseous species and the streamlines. 
In the experimental conditions studied in this work the flame front is located in the oxidizer 
side of the stagnation plane. Figure 9.19 shows the image of the flame and the measured flame 
temperature profile (uncorrected and radiation corrected). The two vertical lines in Fig.9.19 represent 
the location of the stagnation plane, about 4.2mm, and the position of the maximum flame 
temperature, about 7.8mm. Figure 9.19 also reports the modeled concentration profiles of fuel and 
oxidant and major gas-phase by-products obtained by using a detailed kinetic modeling of the flame 
structure. Modeled profiles will help in the identification of the different flame zones. 
On the basis of the measured temperature, the computed major species concentrations and 
the flame fluid-dynamic, three regions can be distinguished in the flame: the fuel side, the stagnation 
zone and the oxidation zone (colored areas distinguish the three regions in Fig.9.19). 
The fuel side (left side in Fig.9.19), in particular the region from 3 to 4mm, is characterized by a 
relatively low temperature, from 600K up to 1000K, by a high concentration of the fuel (C2H4) and a 
complete absence of oxygen. The flame shows in this region a fair yellow luminosity.  
Across the stagnation plane, i.e. between 4 and 5mm, the flame starts showing an intense 
yellow luminosity typical of soot particles incandescence and the flame temperature reaches values of 
the order of 1000-1300K. Major by-products of the combustion process, such as C2H2, benzene and 
small PAHs, are abundant in this region of the flame. Even benzene and PAH concentrations maximize 
in this region. 
Moving toward the oxidizer side between 5 and 6.5mm, the yellow luminosity changes 
towards a blue luminosity typical of the main oxidation region of the flame. The concentration of 
acetylene, after a maximum at the beginning of this flame region, decreases to very low values at the 






Figure 9.19 Flame image and modeled gas phase compounds and measured temperature 
profile (radiation corrected  □  and uncorrected  ♦) as function of the distance from fuel jet nozzle. 
Stagnation plane (S.P.) and maximum of temperature (Max T) are evidenced as dashed-dotted lines. 
Colored areas and vertical solid lines evidence different flame zones (D'Anna et al., 2009). 
 
Laser Induced Emission measurements were performed using as excitation source the fourth 
harmonic radiation (266nm) of a Nd:YAG laser. Laser beam was focused in the flame and a beam 
diameter at focal point of 350μm was obtained  The energy of the laser pulse was kept constant at 
0.8mJ with a pulse duration of 8ns. Higher energies of the laser pulse increased species fragmentation 
and consequently the interference of C2 emission on fluorescence. Conversely, incandescence 
emission was enhanced. The chosen energy of 0.8mJ gave the better compromise between 
incandescence emission and fragment interference to fluorescence, in the examined conditions. 
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To perform spectral measurements, the emitted radiation was detected at 90° respect to the 
laser beam and was focused onto the 280nm entrance slit of a spectrometer and detected by an 
intensified CCD camera (Oriel Instruments InstaSpec V ICCD) thermoelectrically cooled, down to -
10°C, in order to reduce dark noise. Spectral emission profiles were obtained using a gate time of 
200ns synchronized with the laser pulse and by summing the CCD counts over 150 scans. The 
measured spectra were corrected for the spectral response of the detection system and calibrated 
against the Rayleigh scattering from cold ethylene at 266nm. Emission signals were measured along 
the distance between the two nozzles, from the fuel jet to the oxidizer jet. Figure 9.19 reports the 
intensities of the fluorescence at 310, 340, 390, and 440 nm as determined by deconvolution 
procedure. The location of the stagnation plane is reported as a vertical dashed line to allow an easier 
identification of the flame zones.  
 
 
Figure 9.19 Laser induced emission signals at different wavelengths as a function of 
distance from fuel jet nozzle. 
 
Fluorescence emission is detected along the entire flame, from 3 to 6.5mm. Moving from the 
fuel side toward the stagnation plane, fluorescence intensity increases. The strongest fluorescence 
intensity is measured at longer wavelengths; however in the first region of the flame at about 3.5mm 
fluorescence signals at 310 and 340nm still exhibit a noticeable intensity. Crossing the stagnation 
plane towards the oxidizer side of the flame, fluorescence intensity reaches the maximum value 
thereafter it decreases in the oxidation side. In the region approaching the flame front, at about 
5.2mm, a shoulder in the fluorescence profile is observed. This is more evident in the UV curves. This 
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of the laser, at 213 nm, as excitation beam was used. The laser induced incandescence signal is also 
reported in Fig.9.19. Incandescence signal maximizes across the stagnation plane region.  
To better evidence the behavior of the fluorescence signals, Fig.9.20 reports the ratio between 
fluorescence in the UV (310 and 340 nm) and visible (390 and 440 nm), LIFUV/LIFvis. Fluorescence in 
the visible becomes more important than UV close to the stagnation plane, whereas the UV emission 
becomes predominant on both fuel and oxidation sides.  
 
 
Figure 9.20 UV-to-visible fluorescence ratio as a function of distance from fuel jet nozzle. 
 
Fluorescence spectra and lifetimes can be correlated with the internal structure of the 
fluorescing species for a fixed temperature and composition of the surrounding gases. Indeed, 
besides of temperature and composition of the surrounding gases, internal structure of the 
fluorescing species affects their capability to dissipate energy through non-radiative channels. For 
example, sandwich-like structures (cluster of PAHs held together by van der Waals forces) or highly-
packed small particles should exhibit longer living fluorescence signals with respect to single parent 
fluorophores. In fact, when single fluorophores are trapped in semi-rigid structures such as sandwich-
like structures, they are not able to give roto-vibrational movements and to loss internal energy by 
-electron interactions between aromatic 
islands are relevant in these highly-packed structures and induce a shift of the fluorescence emission 
toward longer wavelength. Conversely, the more loose aromatic moieties which comprise aromatics 
-bonds (aromatic-aliphatic linked hydrocarbons) should exhibit fluorescence 
spectrum typical of the PAHs of which they are composed and a much lower lifetimes since such 
configuration favors energy dissipation through other routes (roto-vibrational movements) more than 
through radiative emission. With increased molecular mass and solid state character of the 
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fluorescence quantum yield becomes negligible and energized particles dissipate energy by thermal 
emission (Vander Wal, 1996a). 
Measurements of the temporal evolution of fluorescence emission are reported in Fig.9.21 for 
two wavelengths, namely in the UV at 310nm and in the visible at 440nm. The decay times are 
compared with those of small PAHs at high temperature as reported in the literature (naphthalene 
and pyrene). In particular the shaded area in Fig.9.21 represents the decay times of small PAHs 
measured in cell at atmospheric pressure without quenching molecules (Ossler et al., 2001a). Flame 
temperatures at each point are reported for clearness. 
 
 
Figure 9.21 Fluorescence decay times in the UV (○ 310nm) and visible (● 440nm) as 
function of distance from fuel jet nozzle. Fluorescence decay times of gas phase PAHs (naphthalene 
and pyrene) from literature (Ossler et al., 2001a) are reported as shaded area. 
 
Fluorescence decay times measured in the fuel side are of the order of 20-40 ns, i.e. similar or 
longer than those of naphthalene and pyrene in cells in the same condition of temperature (Ossler et 
al., 2001a). The fluorescence decay times rapidly decrease with increasing temperatures, i.e. moving 
toward the stagnation plane. Across the stagnation plane region, the measured fluorescence decay 
times are significantly longer than those of small PAHs. It is particularly evident for fluorescence 
emissions at longer wavelength. In the oxidizer side, fluorescence decay times further decrease 
approaching very low values typical of small PAHs only at the end of this region. Along all the oxidizer 
zone, the fluorescence decay times are longer than those of small PAHs but quite shorter than those 
measured across the stagnation plane.  
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To evidence the different behaviors of UV and visible fluorescence in various flame regions, 
fluorescence spectra collected at three different distances from the fuel jet nozzle are reported in 
Fig.9.21. These positions were selected as representative of the different zones of the flame 
described above. Moreover spectra at three delay times of the acquisition device, namely 
synchronized with the laser pulse (top), at 10ns (middle) and at 100ns (bottom) are also reported in 
Fig.9.22. It is important to underline that to correctly estimate fluorescence signals in the visible, 
incandescence has to be subtracted from the emission signal. 
Fluorescence emitted in the UV below 330 nm has the shortest lifetime despite of the 
examined flame zone, while fluorescence emission in the visible have longer lifetimes and it is still 





Figure 9.22 Laser induced emission spectra collected with ICCD camera at three different 
distance from fuel jet nozzle (3.5mm – black; 4.2mm – red; 5.4mm – blue) and for three different gate 
opening delay times (0ns – top; 10ns – center; 100ns – bottom) from the laser pulse. 
 
The coupling of spectral emission analysis with measurements of the fluorescence decay times 
furnishes an even more detailed characterization of such species and gives a qualitative view of the 
processes of aromatic growth and particle formation in an opposed-flow flame. 
We have interpreted the emissions signals and the fluorescence lifetimes detected at various 


















































Fluorescence spectra detected in the fuel side of the flame, i.e. between 3 and 4mm, show 
considerable signals at 310 and 340 nm with lifetimes comparable with those of gas-phase PAH in the 
same conditions of temperatures (Figs.9.19 and 9.21). The fluorescence signals at 310 and 340 nm are 
attributed to aromatic compounds which diffuse from the main flame zone across the stagnation 
plane or are partially produced in the pyrolytic (fuel-side) low-temperature zone of the flame. Beside 
the UV band, in the same flame location, fluorescence in the visible is also detected in this flame 
region (Figs.9.19 and 9.20). It might be attributed to both the formation of higher molecular mass 
aromatics and to small clusters (dimers or trimers) of PAHs. The latter mechanism is favored by the 
low temperature characteristic of this region and seems to be confirmed by fluorescence lifetime 
comparable with that of pyrene or longer.  
The longer wavelength fluorescence prevails in the spectra together with a strong 
incandescence signal (Figs.9.19 and 9.20) moving across the stagnation plane region, i.e. between 4 
and 5mm. This zone is characterized by temperatures up to 1300K and a high concentration of gas-
phase PAHs, as evidenced by flame modeling (Fig.9.18). This environment promotes PAH clustering 
more than molecular growth due to the relatively low temperature. In this flame zone, the 
fluorescence decay times become significantly longer than those of single PAHs indicating that the 
fluorescing structures are not able to dissipate energy by non-radiative processes despite of the 
relatively high temperatures measured. Also in this region, the shift of the fluorescence emission 
toward longer wavelength and the longer fluorescence lifetimes indicate that fluorescing species have 
more packed structure with strong interactions between the aromatic planes.  
In the oxidizer side, emission signals decrease moving towards the flame front and vanish at 
about 6.5mm. Incandescence and visible fluorescence prevail in the emission spectra in all the region 
(Fig.9.19) although UV fluorescence becomes more relevant moving closer to flame front after 5.5mm 
(Fig.9.20), showing the formation of small PAHs in this flame location. Formation of gas phase PAHs is 
also confirmed by the short fluorescence lifetimes measured between 5.5 and 6.6mm. Small PAHs so 
formed are transported by diffusive fluxes close to flame front and by convective and diffusive fluxes 
towards the stagnation plane. In this region PAHs undergo molecular growth processes either by 
acetylene (pericondensed aromatic formation) and aromatic addition (aromatic-aliphatic linked, bi-
phenyl like compounds). The compounds formed in this region exhibit lower fluorescence lifetimes 
respect to those formed close to the stagnation plane indicating that aromatic-aliphatic linked, bi-
phenyl like compounds are favored since these compounds may easier dissipate energy through roto-
-bonds inside the compounds. Once formed, the aromatic-
linked compounds can lose hydrogen through dehydrogenation processes increasing the level of 
aromaticity of the compounds and reducing the internal energy dissipation resulting in an increased 
intensity and lifetime of visible fluorescence as measured at the beginning of this region. The role of 
oxygen quenching on the shorter fluorescence lifetimes measured in the oxidizer side however 
cannot be excluded. 
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In order to support these experimental data the opposed-flow diffusion flame of ethylene has 
been numerically investigated. In figure 9.23a particulate concentration along the flame axis is 
reported both as total particulate and, according the division, in Molecules, Clusters and Aggregates. 
Maximum temperature and stagnation point position has been also reported for clearness. Particles 
clearly appear on both oxidizer and fuel side. In the oxidizer side, very high temperature region, very 
fast formation leads to large amount of molecules and clusters and, moving toward stagnation plane, 
aggregates. This process is mainly due to the high temperature environment, fast radical formation 
and large presence of species such as acetylene. In the fuel side, the considerable amount of PAH, 
deriving from fuel pyrolysis and diffusion from the oxidizer side, and small aromatics together with 
the low temperature make physical process to be dominant. As result, in this region, the amount of 
molecules is very limited and clusters result almost the only species present. However, across the 
stagnation plane aggregates show a peak of concentration, remarking this as the zone of maximum 
particulate production.  
In figure 9.23b the H/C ratio of the total particulate and of the three classes is reported. 
Molecules exhibit a lower H/C ratio in the oxidizer side in correspondence of the high temperature 
nucleation zone. This result is in accordance with the kinetic mechanism described before: the 
acetylene addition lead to pericondensed structures and the high temperature favor the 
dehydrogenation process in the few oligomer–like structure formed. Clusters and, subsequently, 
aggregates, that are formed starting from molecules, assume the same H/C of these latter.  
Moving toward the stagnation plane the decreasing in acetylene addition process make the 
PAH reactions more relevant and increase the H/C ratio of both molecules and clusters. Looking at the 
fuel side, clusters with H/C ratio typical of small aromatic are formed, supporting the hypothesis that 
stacking is the prevalent mechanism in this region. All these particles so formed contribute to the 




Fig. 9.23 Concentration (a) and H/C ratio (b) of total particulate matter (___ thin line), 
molecules (- - -), clusters (__ __ ), aggregates (____ heavy line) along the flame axis. Stagnation plane 
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The process of particle inception in counter-flow flames seems to be the result of both a 
chemical growth and a physical process involving gas-phase and high-molecular mass aromatic 
coagulation. In the region close to the main oxidation zone of the flames, particle inception is due to a 
chemical growth mechanism initiated and enhanced by the presence of large concentrations of gas-
phase aromatic compounds and small radicals. High-molecular mass aromatics are moved away from 
the flame zone towards the stagnation plane by convective, diffusive and thermophoretic fluxes 
crossing region of the flame characterized by the presence of relevant concentrations of acetylene 
and other aromatics which contribute to the molecular weight growth process forming particles of 
increasing sizes. Graphitization of these particles and thermal annealing lead to the formation of more 
aromatic solid structures. Molecular growth is also evident close and beyond the stagnation plane at 
the relatively lower temperature found in the fuel side of the flame. In this flame region, physical 
interaction of PAHs is a viable growth process. PAHs can form stacks or add to existing particles since, 
due to the lower temperature, the coagulation process is more effective than at higher temperatures.  
The results obtained for this flame can be extended to other diffusion flames and other 
combustion systems. In particular, in the fuel zone the evidence of a considerable amount of PAHs 
and stacking process have to be considered in modeling since it appears determinant in many 
practical conditions.  
It is worth to note that the sketch of particle inception via physical and chemical pathway can 
be obtained separately by experimental techniques and numerical model. However the coupling of 
these two tools enforces the validity of results, making them even more general.  
Moreover by tuning flame conditions in a diffusion flame it is possible to obtain particles with 
different features: stacks of PAHs deriving from the physical coagulation of gas-phase PAHs and 
aromatic-aliphatic linked compounds with different degrees of annealing depending of particle 
trajectories inside the flame. This possibility appears to be determinant looking at these by-products 
as a resource for new applications and at the flame as a reactor for the massive and cheap production 
of new materials. 
 
9.1.3. Co-flow diffusion flame 
Coflow flames represent the reactor configuration closer to a real combustion system. 
Moreover, this flame configuration is particularly interesting due to the presence of multiple zones in 
terms of temperature and mixing of fuel and oxidant. It is the extension to the non-one-dimensional 
case of the opposed-flow flame previously described. The main structure of the flame has been 
described in and large scientific literature on this topic is present. 
The main challenge probably relies within the looping effect of the temperature on soot and 
soot on temperature. In fact, temperature has a strong effect on soot production and a change of 
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temperature can lead to different amount of soot produced according with general considerations. 
Moreover a change in temperature profile within the flame can also modify some minor phenomena 
that can become determinant such as thermophoresis acting on particles and thermal diffusion. A 
change in soot production can change locally the radiative term in the energy equation balance and 
thus affect the temperature. This phenomenon makes tricky the evaluation of single parameters on 
particle formation.  
The enthalpy source term because of radiative transfer is from  
   (9.2) 
where  
using the discrete transfer method (D'Anna et al., 2001a). Radiation was modeled as 
broadband without scattering. The absorption coefficient in this case was related proportionally to 
the soot volume fraction, respecting the effective of physical process of the flame. The constant of 
proportionality has been set by matching the predicted with the experimental peak temperature 
found for this flame. Diffusivities were taken from and Wang and Frenklach (1994); they are binary 
coefficients in nitrogen, because N2 is the dominant species everywhere. The viscosity and thermal 
conductivity of the mixture are likewise those for nitrogen.  
Moreover, the two-dimensional feature of this flame makes the experimental and numerical 
investigation quite hard. In this work a normal coflow flame has been firstly studied by Santoro in the 
1983. After this work, this flame has been studied experimentally by several research groups using a 
variety of techniques to measure particulates. This means that this flame is well characterized and in 
some way it represents a standard flame for approaching the study of coflow flames  . 
However, in this thesis work numerical investigation of this flame has been conducted. Particle 
formation has been evidenced and the advanced model allows to distinguish different inception 
pathways. Moreover information can be gained on chemical composition and morphological aspects 
of the formed particle and their evolution along the flame. This flame is classified as non-smoking 
flame. it means that the particulate produced is oxidized down to detection limit. This phenomenon is 
possible due to the configuration of the streamlines of this flame which force the particles to pass 
through the flame front on the top of the flame. It would be interesting to note the effect of 
fragmentation in the total soot oxidation rate.  
According with consideration of the relation between soot and temperature, the analysis of 
flame structure moves from figure 9.24, in which maps of concentration for temperature OH radical 
fuel and oxygen are reported. Looking at the maximum temperature and even more of OH radical, it 
is possible to distinguish the flame front location. It appears clear that modeling results predict the 
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closure of the flame on the top. Moreover velocity vector, reported in temperature map, evidenced 
the peculiar shape of normal coflow diffusion flames. It is worth to note that as the flame closes on 
the top and the OH radical start to decrease the oxygen concentration become relevant in the order 
of 2-4%, whereas the temperature is still in the order of 1500K. These condition strongly favor the 




Figure 9.24 From left to the right: temperature and molar fraction of OH; C2H4; O2. 
 
 
In the Figure 9.25, in similar way, principal gas phase species, i.e. acetylene, benzene, 
naphthalene and pyrene, responsible for particle formation and growth are reported. Looking at the 
values found in literature for this flame the maps show a fair agreement for these species. This means 
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that the main oxidation and pyrolysis processes are matched and the analysis of the particle evolution 
can be done without making large errors. 
 
Figure 9.25 From left to the right: molar fraction of acetylene, benzene, naphthalene, and 
pyrene. 
The shape of acetylene concentration suggests that strong formation occurs just after total 
consumption of ethylene. Moreover the concentration seems two follow a two zone view of the 
flame. Main production of acetylene occurs along the main streamline, however the maximum 
concentration is found in the inner part of the flame, i.e. along the central axis, in the pyrolytic zone. 
In this latter zone, temperature starts to be considerably high (X=0.03m, R=0; T=1500K) and pyrolysis 
become more effective. The influence of the diffusion is still to be considered, having generally the 
effect of smoothing the contours. Benzene shows the same trend of acetylene, remarking the strict 
link between these two compounds. The concentration map of benzene suggests that the formation 
of this compound immediately follows the acetylene one. Looking at first PAHs, which strongly 
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depend on acetylene and benzene concentration, they appear again shifted toward higher heights in 
the flame which means also higher residence time according with the analysis of velocity field.  
Finally the analysis of particle produced in this flame is reported in figure 9.26. Maps of 
concentration of volume fraction of total particulate are reported together with the volume fraction 
of the different morphologies accounted in the model: Molecules, Clusters and Aggregates. It appears 
evident that the large part of total particulate is constituted by aggregates. Molecules volume fraction 
exhibits a shape similar to this of gas phase PAHs increasing along the streamline and reaching the 
maximum on the center axis. Conversely Clusters volume fraction shows a peculiar shape: after a very 
fast increase in the first part of the flame their concentration decrease along the streamline; finally in 
the top of the flame another raise in concentration is present in correspondence of the maximum of 
PAHs and Molecules concentration. Aggregates start increase when cluster concentration decrease 
suggesting a rapid conversion between these two morphologies due the coalescence/aggregation 
ratio change. Their concentration is strictly confined by the flame front defined by OH, Temperature 
and O2 concentration. This means that Oxidation is quite active on the border line of the flame. 
Moreover, for these compounds only a small raise in concentration is possible to be seen on the top 
of the flames. The most interesting pint is probably due to the raise in particle concentration in the 
inner part of the flame. In fact this can be due to a different inception mechanism enhanced by the 





Figure 9.26 Volume fractions (left column) and respective H/C ratios (right) of total particulate 
(1st raw) Molecules (2nd raw), Clusters (3rd raw) and Aggregates (4th raw). 
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This picture of particle formation in coflow flame can be confirmed looking at the H/C ratio of 
total particulate and three classes considered. Total particulate exhibit a very low H/C ratio in the 
zone of maximum production whereas in the top of the flame the H/C approach value quite higher, 
up to 0.5. Looking at single classes these different processes are even more defined. In fact Molecules 
and cluster exhibit very low values only in the very first part of the flame, where radical concentration 
and temperature are higher. In the top of the flame this dehydrogenation process has to be less 
effective and the Both Molecule and Clusters reaches very high value of H/C ratio. Aggregates follow 
the same trend probably better evidencing the phenomenon. This behavior is quite similar to that 
found for opposed flow diffusion flame. In this conditions where the residence time is considerable 
higher the growth process leads to large compounds than in opposed flow flame.  
This result is important in order to understand which the characteristic of emitted compound 
are. In this case oxidation is very effective and particles are totally burnt out. However in some 
condition total oxidation can be not reached. Partial oxidation can be selective with respect to 
particle feature and thus the emitted particle can have peculiar feature due this process more than to 
inception and growth. However also in this case some information about how the oxidation is 
affective on the particles can be gained. To test the effect of fragmentation, a test case has been also 
conducted without this reaction. The results are reported in figure 9.27. On the left column the case 
with fragmentation is reported: map of volume fraction of total particulate is showed together with 
the particle size distribution function calculated at different axial and radial positions. These positions 
are representative of the maximum volume fraction in the inner of the flame and of the flame front, 
i.e. the outer of the flame where oxidation occurs. It is worth to note that in the base case the PSD 
remains bimodal both in the phase of production and when particles are oxidized. However, when 
oxidation occurs, particle size distribution becomes orders of magnitude lower in numerical 
concentration, moving toward smaller diameters. When fragmentation is neglected particles are not 
totally oxidized. Moreover, the size of particles remains quite larger and the bimodal shape is totally 
missed. This demonstrates one again that fragmentation is fundamental in order to get not only the 





Figure 9.27 Top: Total particulate volume fraction; middle and bottom: PSD modeled in coflow 
flame modeled considering oxidation-induced fragmentation (left) and neglecting it (right). 
 
9.2. Innovative reactor with tunable parameters 
In this paragraph few words will be spent on preliminary result of non-conventional reactor for 
studying the evolution of particles in controlled conditions of temperature and species concentration. 
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In particular this new reactor will be explained in detail and preliminary result obtained on the 
evolution due to coagulation process. 
 
9.2.1. Plug flow reactor for particle evolution – preliminary 
results 
A plug flow reactor has been set up for the study of the evolution of particle in controlled 
temperature conditions. This reactor mainly constituted by a pipe of special steel (AISI 310) suitable 
for high temperature. This tube is positioned inside an oven in which ceramic resistances maintain a 
constant temperature. Moreover, the temperature is measured inside the tube at the entrance and at 
the exit of the oven. The tube is 13m long which allows to have very long residence time, in the order 
of seconds for the flow conditions normally used. The tube is fed with a nitrogen gas that is previously 
warm up to the set point temperature. This allows to have minimum perturbation and thus to 
consider the system at constant temperature. Particles are fed to the reactor by sampling material 
from a premixed flame. This allows to have a sample containing particle with a specific concentration 
and know particle size distribution. Moreover changing the flame conditions is possible to obtain 
different feed to the reactors and thus study the properties of different particles. Sampling probe is 
horizontal disposed in flame and it is mainly constituted by section of the reactor on which a small 
pinhole is made. By tuning with an opportune valve the under pressure at the pinhole it is possible to 
vary the amount of sampled material. Sampled material is then immediately diluted with the nitrogen 
gas sent in the reactor tube. The dilution with the inert hot gas allows to have both an immediately 
freezing of the chemical reactions and a stable temperature in the reactor.  
The diluted sample after passed in the 13m-long reactor is sent to a differential mobility 
analyzer. However, to avoid damages to the instrument a successive dilution is made with cold Argon 
stream in order to cool down the flow. Finally particle size distribution of particles is evaluated after 
undergoing coagulation process within the reactor at constant temperature. A sketch of the 





Figure 9.28 Sketch of the experimental set up used for the study of the temperature on 
nanoparticle coagulation efficiency 
 
Preliminary study on this reactor has been conducted, investigating the evolution of 
nanoparticle and the effect of temperature on their coagulation efficiency. Temperature was changed 
from 300K, room temperature, up to 700K. In order to isolate the effect of temperature from other 
parameters, such as concentration of particles within reactor tube or residence time, the flow rate of 
hot nitrogen has been opportunely set up to take into account the expansion by volume due to raised 
temperature. This allows to have the same residence time in all investigated conditions. The under 
pressure at the pinhole has been kept constant to in order to have the same concentration of 
particles in all investigated conditions. Details on calculation used to set the parameters are reported 
in formulas below: 
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where       is the mass flow rate of nitrogen at reference (300K and set temperature), S is 
the mass flow rate of sampling trough the pinhole - assumed constant,   is the molar fraction of 
particles,      ( ) is the kinetic constant of coagulation which is variable with temperature. It is 
possible to note that particles coagulation rate shows temperature dependence only within the 
kinetic constant, which is the focus of this study. 
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As source of particulate matter, a premixed flame of ethylene/air with C/O ratio of 0.67, i.e. 
equivalence ratio of 2.01, has been stabilized on a porous bronze water cooled McKenna burner. This 
flame has been already characterized by in situ optical measurements and DMA analysis. To get a 
particle size distribution with no large aggregates, the probe was positioned at 10mm above the 
burner.  
Results are reported in fig 9.29. Particle size distributions measured when the long probe is 
used exhibit a peak remarkably shifted toward large diameter evidencing that particle coagulation is 
quite effective. Particles coagulated at room temperature, 300K, red dots in the figure, are peaked 
around 10nm and particle as small as 2nm are almost absent. In the same figure, particle size 
distributions evaluated for higher temperature are also reported. For a temperature within the probe 
line of 500K, orange dots in the figure, a significant less coagulation rate can be evaluated and particle 
size distribution is peaked at size around 7nm. However, a change with respect to the unperturbed 
size distribution is still evident. Looking at PSD evolved in higher temperature environment the 
situation is somewhat different. In fact the evolution of PSD and the change with respect to the 
unperturbed situation is less evident. For a temperature in the probe of 600Kand 700K, green and 
light blue dots respectively in the figure, particle size distribution are peaked around 4nm and particle 
with smaller diameter are present although in lower numerical concentration. However, giving a 
general evaluation of particle size distribution it seems that coagulation became less effective, i.e. 
particles are not able to form larger primary particle or aggregates with sizes larger than 10nm. 
However, the relative decrease of the particle as small as 2nm can have different explanations. The 
first one relies in a wrong correction to the measured particle size distribution for taking into account 
diffusion losses. This correction is size dependent; for this long residence time the losses of 2nm 
particles can be as high as 90% of the sampled ones. This high correction factor can easily induce an 
underestimation of the small nanoparticle concentration. Another possible explanation is related to 
the secondary dilution. Since this dilution is necessary to reduce the number of large particles it also 
reduces the signal of 2nm particles close to the bottom detection limit of the instrument, enlarging 
the uncertainty of the measure. Finally a change in particle arrangement that leads to different 
coagulation efficiency should not be neglected. Such change can affect the final concentration of very 





Figure 9.29 Evolution of particle size distribution at different temperatures (red dots – 300K; 
orange dots – 500K; green dots – 600K; light blue dots- 700K) for a residence time of 1.5s. 





















In this work, experimental techniques and numerical model have been developed in order to 
characterize and control both particle production and characterization. Different reactor 
configurations have been investigated: premixed and diffusion flames have been characterized by 
using both experimental and numerical techniques. These reactors differ in terms of flame history and 
mixing condition, evidencing all possible particle formation pathways. Moreover the influence of 
several parameters on particle production has been evaluated. Equivalence ratio, fuel structure, 
flame temperature history have been considered. Finally the effect of some important step in particle 
evolution, such as oxidation-induced fragmentation, has been evidenced. 
Most part of experimental investigation has been conducted coupling these techniques with 
numerical results. This allows to draw conclusion with higher reliability. An advanced Multi Sectional 
Method has been developed to gain information not only on total amount to of particles and size 
distribution but also on their composition and morphology. The method is based on discrete 
approach; now discretizations are made on the mass, H/C ratio and different possible morphology 
(Molecules, Cluster-Particles and Aggregates of Particles).  
All the information gained from these investigations is fundamental in order to achieve the 
control of the particle formation process. The equivalence ratio effect has been investigated by using 
spectral analysis of laser induced emission. The correlation between wavelengths and aromatic 
nature of compounds has evidenced the process of aromatization of particles. In particular this 
process seems to precede the formation of very large aggregates responsible for incandescence 
signal. This means that tuning the equivalence ratio it might be possible to evidence and isolate this 
process producing more aromatized nanoparticles. Methane, ethylene and benzene premix flame 
have been investigated in order to evidence the role of the fuel nature on particle formation. Particles 
exhibit a different evolution when aromatic fuel is used In this case, the inception process is faster 
and the very first particles result more aromatized with respect to the aliphatic flame. Moreover the 
inception process seems to stop in the post combustion zone whereas aliphatic flame shows a more 
continuous growth process. This information can be quite useful in order to have a process in which 
the particles have to be produced only close to the flame front or needs to have a more marked 
aromatic character. Diffusion flames have been chosen in order to evidence the possibility to form 
particles through different inception channel. In the opposed flow flame a new optical technique has 
been used in order to gain information on particle morphology. This technique is based on the 
measure of decay time of fluorescence. A correlation between this decay time and particles 
morphology has been found: the more the structure is packed, the longer are the decay times of the 
collected signal. The results, also confirmed by numerical simulations, evidence the role of physical 
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inception more than chemical path in the pyrolytic zone of the opposed flow flame. This different 
inception turns into a more packed structure with less aromatic content due to the relative low 
temperature of that zone. The enhancement of this pathway can be determinant to control the final 
feature of small nanoparticles. The coflow flame has substantially confirmed this sketch of particle 
formation, also evidencing the role of a particular step in particle evolution: oxidation-induced 
fragmentation. An evaluation of these relatively new reactions has been conducted. Numerical tests 
conducted with and without considering this process suggest a key role for this reaction in final 
particle characterization. In fact, beside of changing the mean size and the particle concentration 
fragmentation is also able to determine the effective total oxidation rate and the final form of the 
particles. Very small particles can be formed by oxidation process instead of inception process. The 
final feature can be strongly more similar to soot aggregate when this process occurs.  
Finally an analysis of particle evolution in a medium low temperature regime has been 
conducted by using an ad hoc plug flow reactor and a DMA. The plug flow allows to have a long 
residence time and a temperature up to 700K. In these conditions the particle size distribution fed to 
the system can evolve and undergo coagulation phenomenon. This allows to control the final form of 
the particles by tuning reactor parameters.  
This set of experimental and numerical tool give the general keys to control particles 
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